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ABSTRACT 

Today’s companies are struggling with the competitive environment driven by resource 
scarcity, technical progress and market demand for increased value and flexibility. For these 
reasons companies are shifting their focus from selling products to selling need fulfillment. 
The result-oriented product-service (PSS) is a PSS type that provides value mainly through 
delivery of services with the premise of the producer taking responsibility over the entire 
product life cycle. It is highlighted in the literature as a business strategy to generate a high 
profit and stable the revenue. Despite the new market opportunities related to the provision of 
PSS, it inherently comes with complexity linked to the extended responsibility. More 
importantly, very little is mentioned in the PSS literature regarding real case PSS 
development and how service-oriented PSS contracting impacts Small and Medium-sized 
Enterprises (SMEs).  

The objective of this thesis is to examine how result-oriented PSS can create new 
opportunities for SMEs. It is targeting to explore this topic from a cost and value creation 
perspective for both the company and customer. To achieve the objective a main research 
question is stated which answer is given by answering the two sub questions as below. 

How can a result-oriented product-service system be implemented in small and medium-sized 
enterprises? 

1. What result-oriented PSS solution can be designed for the recycling equipment 
industry to increase the value for both the manufacturer and the customer? 
 

2. What are the financial implications of a result-oriented PSS?  

To explore answers for the research questions, a case study inquiry is carried out on MRT 
(Mercury Recovery Technology) System International AB. It is a small international 
recycling equipment manufacturer in Karlskrona. A PSS development process resulting in a 
new concept referred to as “Pay per screen” is developed.  

The development and analysis of the result-oriented PSS shows that it is more profitable for 
the company to offer the proposed Pay per screen concept compared to the current product-
oriented business. Even the customer has proven to be profitable while providing several 
advantages such as avoid being responsible for initial investment and maintenance costs.   

Keywords: Product-Service system, Small and Medium-sized Enterprise, Net Present Value, 
Business Process Modeling Notation, PSS development 
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SAMMANFATTNING 

Dagens företag kämpar med att hantera den konkurrenskraftiga miljön som drivs av 
resursbrist, teknisk utveckling och efterfrågan av ökat värde och flexibilitet. Av dessa skäl 
byter företagen fokus från att sälja produkter till att uppfylla behov. Det resultatorienterade 
produkttjänstesystemet (PSS) är en sorts PSS som ger värde huvudsakligen genom att leverera 
tjänster med förutsättningen att producenten tar ansvar över hela produktens livscykel. Den 
framträder i litteraturen som en ny strategisk affärsstrategi som genererar en hög vinst och 
stabiliserar inkomstflödet. Trots de nya marknadsmöjligheterna i samband med 
tillhandahållandet av PSS följer komplexitet med det utökade ansvaret. Dessutom nämns 
mycket lite i PSS-litteraturen om PSS-utveckling i ett verklighetsbaserat fall och hur 
tjänsteorienterad PSS-koncept påverkar små och medelstora företag. Syftet med detta 
examensarbete är att undersöka hur resultatorienterade produkttjänstesystem kan skapa nya 
möjligheter för små och medelstora företag. Det riktar sig till att utforska detta ämne ur ett 
kostnads- och värdeskapande perspektiv för både företaget och kunden. För att uppnå målet 
anges en huvudforskningsfråga vilket delvis svaras genom att svara på de två delfrågorna 
nedan. 

Hur kan ett resultatorienterat produktservice system genomföras i små och medelstora 
företag? 

1. Vilken resultatorienterad PSS-lösning kan utformas för återvinningsindustrin för att 
öka värdet för både tillverkaren och kunden? 
 

2. Vilka är de ekonomiska konsekvenserna av ett resultatorienterat PSS? 

För att utforska svaren på forskningsfrågorna utförs en fallstudie på MRT (Mercury Recovery 
Technology) System International AB. Det är en liten internationell tillverkare av 
återvinningsutrustning i Karlskrona. En PSS-utvecklingsprocess som resulterar i ett nytt 
koncept som kallas "Pay per screen" är utvecklat. 

Utvecklingen och analysen av resultatorienterad PSS visar att det är mer lönsamt för företaget 
att erbjuda det föreslagna Betala per skärm konceptet. För även kunden har det visat sig vara 
lönsamt samtidigt som ger en rad fördelar så som att slippa ansvara för investerings- och 
underhållskostnader 

Nyckelord: Produkttjänstesystem, Små och medelstora företag, Nuvärdesanalys, Notering av 
affärsprocessmodellering, PSS-utveckling 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will give the reader an introduction to the subject of this Master thesis, starting 
with a description of the scientific fields of the thesis. This will lead to the purpose, problem 
statement and delimitations of the study. 

1.1 Introduction 

The world is facing major global problems of environmental sustainability [1] and companies 
are facing hardening competition to satisfy customers with more and more sophisticated needs 
and expectations [9]. The need for a systems perspective has been emphasized [5], which has 
led companies to rethink their business models by shifting from product ownership to pay per 
usage [1, 2]. The aim is to satisfy the customer needs without having them own the product. 
Car leasing is a great example of such a solution. It fulfills the need of transportation without 
having to own a car. Literature [e.g., 8,10] have defined these offerings with the term 
“Product-Service Systems (PSS)”: services and products integrated to satisfy the customer’s 
needs in innovative ways, often implying a shift in the ownership of the physical product [3, 
9]. Literature differentiates between three types of PSS: product-oriented, use-oriented and 
result-oriented PSS. Product-oriented PSS is what is known as pure product offering where 
the product owner still is the end user. Examples of services could be e.g. warranty, 
monitoring, maintenance, take-back and consultation [4]. When the customer pays for the use 
of a product for a certain period and the manufacturer is the owner of the product it is referred 
as use-oriented PSS. The car leasing example given previously is of this type. Finally, result-
oriented PSS implies that the customer pays for the result or the function of a product and the 
ownership is retained with the manufacturer. [10] Rolls Royce, Britain’s largest aero engine 
manufacturer offering “Power by the Hour” [6], is a great example of a result-oriented PSS. 
They receive a fixed price for each hour the engine is in the air and take care of all the 
maintenance, support and parts supply [9]. 

PSS focuses on managing the product life-cycle, closing the loops [2, 5] and targets the 
satisfaction of environmental, social and economic benefits [3]. In terms of environment, PSS 
contributes to dematerialization and less consumption, both resulting in less waste [3, 6]. 
When it comes to society, they can create long-term stakeholder relationships, increasing 
customer value, job opportunities and enable less fortunate people to access services [3]. In 
economic terms, PSS can lead to higher profits through new market opportunities and 
stronger competitiveness [3] and a more stable revenue inflow [6].  

Although PSS have much potential, it implies greater responsibility for the manufacturer and 
higher complexity [3, 7]. This challenge is exacerbated even more for Small and Medium-
sized Enterprises (SMEs). Increased costs, limited financial resources and lack of awareness 
and knowledge [3, 6] are some reasons behind companies finding it problematic to master the 
transition and not achieving the expected returns [1, 8]. The available PSS literature [9,6,7] 
mainly targets companies operating on large scale despite the general perception among 
SMEs that PSS can bring advantages to their firms [3]. Very few successful PSS are 
developed by small companies due to the marginalized design practice in SMEs and the 
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limited understanding of the possible contribution of PSS to sustainable development [3]. 
Furthermore, the PSS literature confirms the major impact the design process has on the 
product life cycle and the firm’s overall performance. More than 80% of the development, 
manufacturing and use costs of a product is determined in the design process. Hence the 
literature neglects to investigate the financial consequences of service oriented PSS for small 
companies and show through practical design example of a design or redesign of a PSS.  

The overall perception is that SMEs, characterized by small size and resources, have small 
impacts in terms on environment, economic growth and employment compared with larger 
companies. In fact, SMEs represent at least 80% of all global enterprises and therefore their 
combined impacts are very important [3]. For these reasons, SMEs need support in decision 
making to overcome the above-mentioned disadvantages and successfully implement PSS. 
Now, several projects such as Diversity, Falcon, ICP4Life and others are taking place in 
Europe with the focus on producing new knowledge regarding how to efficiently integrate 
products and services for SMEs to improve sustainability [50,51,52]. For instance, Diversity 
aims to create concurrent collaborative environment for PSS design that can support 
companies to search and capture knowledge that can be transformed to product-service 
functionalities.    

1.2 Purpose 

Our main purpose is to explore result-oriented PSS opportunities for SMEs. The intent is to 
explore through the lenses of cost and value creation for the customers and seek to understand 
the implications of implementing such a PSS offering in a SME. In a general sense, the aim is 
to help a SME to increase their customer share and stabilize their fluctuating revenue. This 
aim is reached by studying the business of a company operating in the recycling equipment 
industry, MRT System International AB, and by proposing a PSS concept. These activities 
then allow to finally provide recommendations on how to implement a result-oriented PSS. 

This study focuses on the business that MRT runs by the development and offering their Flat 
Panel Processor (FPP) (Figure 1). FPP facilitates the disassembly of a large range of flat 
panels. The separation process involves both automatic and manual work. The flat panel 
market is large, especially in Europe, and comes with new opportunities for MRT. There are a 
great number of flat panels available for recycling, despite the huge amount being illegally 
exported to Africa [53]. The flat panels contain valuable material that can be sold. In other 
words, this market not only benefits the environment but generates money, attracting more 
recyclers and thereby also more potential FPP customers.  
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Figure 1: The picture illustrates the Flat Panel Processor which is the product in focus for this thesis. Its main 
function is to opens flat screens such as TVs and computers by cutting the edges in way that protects the mercury 

containing parts. 

1.3 Thesis problem statement 

The main problem statement is articulated as follows:  

How can a result-oriented product-service system be implemented in small and medium-sized 
enterprises? 

To answer the main question one needs to answer two more important questions: 

1. What are the financial implications of a result-oriented PSS?  
2. What result-oriented PSS solution can be designed for the recycling equipment 

industry to increase the value for both the manufacturer and the customer? 

1.4 Delimitations 

This thesis is based on a single case study of the company MRT. Moreover, it only focuses on 
one market and one product throughout its ownership period. The Flat Panel Processor (FPP) 
is the unit of analysis and the scope is defined by its system boundary. Only activities and 
resources that are associated with the FPP is considered. As the European market is of 
importance for the demand of PSS and the FPP, the emphasis will be there.  

Further, the authors have chosen to not focus on the project and manufacturing process of the 
FPP life cycle. The FPP manufacturing is currently outsourced to a third party. 

The FPP only has 2 current customers, one in France and one in Italy. Several attempts to 
reach them, through emails and surveys, have been done without success. Consequently, the 
thesis is only based on MRT’s perspective and their perception of the customer.   
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2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This chapter starts by describing PSS based on previous research followed by a process 
describing how to successfully develop a well-designed PSS. The key methods used in the 
Master’s thesis, Business Process Modeling Notation and Net Present Value, is described and 
discussed.  

2.1 Product Service System 

The traditional way of doing business is to manufacture a product, sell it to a customer, 
receive payment. This “business as usual” mindset is not mobilized to assist customers with 
purchase finance, product knowledge, maintenance, consumables and disposal after useful 
lifetime. More importantly, it is the customers’ responsibility to figure out the best way to use 
the product to efficiently fulfill their needs. [10] 

Two research streams, business management and sustainability-oriented literature pointed 
towards integrated solutions or product-service systems meaning that companies should 
deliver need fulfillment or experience instead of products only. The environmental driven 
knowledge domain argued that offering service could increase wealth and decrease resource 
use if utility is provided to consumers through the use of services rather than products. By 
keeping ownership with the manufacturers, they have incentive to produce the most efficient 
product systems. On the other hand, consumers’ usage behaviors shift to gain effective usage 
since they compensate provider for the actual usage level. [10, 39]  

Besides research emphasizing PSS and market demanding for increased quality, value and 
flexibility, this paradigm shift is also fueled by the fact that Europe is searching for new 
business strategies to improve competitiveness against emerging and low-cost economies like 
China. Divers are European companies and research institutions engaged through a platform 
called Sustainable Product Development Network (SusProNet) which aimed to develop, 
implement and disseminate the PSS approach in Europe. [10]  

Several definitions of PSS are available in the literature. However, the meaning of these 
definitions refers to it as a mix of products (tangible) and services (intangible) combined to 
satisfy a final customer need and it also refers to the network, infrastructure and governance 
that is necessary to bring the product-service to market [10]. Life cycle perspective is a 
fundamental element for the design and realization of successful PSS to have a complete 
understanding of the product performance and required service but also the different 
stakeholders’ involvement and responsibility from the design, production to usage, 
maintenance and the disposal [8].   

Three main types of PSS can be distinguished: product oriented, use oriented and result 
oriented. The extent of which product and services content varies between these PSS types are 
illustrated by the figure 2. A product-oriented PSS business model creates value through 
product offering but to some extent it delivers additional service such as maintenance 
contract, repair parts, product related advice etc. Next is use-oriented PSS which means the 
ownerships is retained by the company and hence responsible for maintenance, replacement 
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and control. In this case, the consumer pays a regular fee for usage and the provider gets 
continues revenue during the assets operational life. For instance, product leasing, renting, 
sharing, pooling and pay-per-output are example of usage-oriented PSS concepts. There are 
some differences between the types of usage-oriented PSS such as that leasing offers 
unlimited access while renting pooling and sharing the access is shared by several users. 
Furthermore, the pay-per-output concept the consumer operates the asset and pays according 
to the usage level. Last the result-oriented PSS is similar to use-per-output but the difference 
is that the result is abstract such as delivering “pleasant climate” instead of air-conditioning 
services. It can mean outsourcing parts of processes of a company to a third party such as 
cleaning services and the result is not dependent on certain technology or means. [10] 

 

Figure 2. The figure shows the PSS classifications. The level of service content in PSS concept increases to the right. 

For manufacturing companies, bundling products and services to develop PSS makes possible 
to gain sustainable advantages against competitors through creating prolonged and close 
relationship with customers thereby reach a higher market position [8]. When there is mutual 
trust, dependency and strong cooperation between a supplier and customer then information 
and knowledge related to the usage can easily be exchanged and there is opportunity to sell 
new offerings to the same customer [2]. Moreover, adding service to the product offering 
allows manufacturers to generate service revenues which has higher margins than products 
and is stable source of revenues. On the contrary, most companies do not receive higher 
margins when the service level is increased because they encounter higher costs than expected 
[8]. 

The extended life cycle responsibility for manufacturers exposes economical risks if quality 
cannot be ensured since the shift implies change in property rights and ownership. 
Manufacturers and customer incentives must be aligned to achieve overall reduced systems 
expense. There are indications that customers need to increase reliability in their operations 
through PSS so therefore the needs must be synchronized with the level of for example 
warranty, maintenance, consultancy services to provide the customer. If consumers are not 
ready to adopt ownerless consumption or if they do not understand the benefits of customized 
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solutions then it will limit the success of the PSS hence it requires high level of customer 
involvement and education by suppliers. The car sharing business model’s struggle to mature 
is evidence that all consumers do not prefer access over ownership. The manufacturers must 
invest time and resource to shift to PSS business model. [39]   

Technology has been the main drive behind the shift to service in the aerospace sector. Rolls-
Royce is such an example that demonstrates how incremental technological improvement has 
led to greater durability and reliability, and reduced demand for spares. Furthermore, Rolls-
Royce used to its advantage the “total care” offering as an opportunity to regain revenue 
losses caused by significant decrease in demand of service and repair parts because of the 
technical improvement [9]. There are available technologies targeting condition based 
maintenance to continuously monitor the performance of a machine tool. Such example is 
condition monitoring systems (CMS) which aims to conduct preventive maintenance at the 
right time so that downtime and unnecessary maintenance can be avoided. This is very 
important in the cases when service is difficult or expensive to carry out. [9, 23].    

To conclude, PSS is a business strategy, an integration of products and services combined to 
satisfy customers´ needs of increased quality, value and flexibility. Three main types of PSS 
can be distinguished, product-oriented, use-oriented and result-oriented, with a difference 
being the variation of product and service content. Some of the benefits of PSS is improved 
competitiveness, decreased wastage, prolonged and close customer relationship. Despite its 
benefits, many companies shifting towards PSS is struggling due to reasons such as 
unexpected cost increase, lack of customer involvement and education by suppliers. A great 
example of a result oriented PSS is Rolls Royce’s “Power by the hour” offering. 

2.2 How to develop a well-designed PSS 

Implementation of PSS brings new challenges, like the earlier mentioned “service paradox”. 
For the transitioning companies to succeed it is important to have a well-designed PSS, 
fulfilling the customers’ and company’s expectations and adding value for both [26]. This is 
best assured by following a clear PSS design model. Previous studies have dealt with 
developing different PSS approaches, some being service-centred but most of them being 
product-centred [24]. Most of the studies have three common phases; inspiration, ideation and 
implementation [24, 26]. In some design models the phases are split into five phases; 
initiation, inspiration, ideation, evaluation and implementation [28], see figure 3. Within all 
the phases it’s important to diverge, converge and iterate in order to achieve true innovation 
[44].  
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In the initiation phase opportunities are identified. An opportunity is a newly identified need, 
technology or market, a theory about how value might be created [46]. In this context, PSS 
and its benefits are the identified opportunities. An understanding of PSS, the client or 
problems are created [28]. 5 why’s [41] can be used to find the root cause of a problem by 
sequentially asking the question “Why?”, gradually peeling of layers of issues. Once the 
opportunity is identified the innovation project is framed, the project team is chosen and a 
project plan with the scope and goals is defined.   

The initiation phase is followed by the inspiration phase. Here the team gathers all 
information useful for the ideation phase [28]. Some useful tools are tech-watching and trend-
watching [45]. They give insight of emerging technologies and trends. Even more important is 
to identify the customers’ needs, both spoken and unspoken, since underlying needs continue 
to exist even after solutions, technology and trends become undesirable [43]. Needs can be 
expressed verbally through interviews but also visually through observations. The needs are 
later organized and ranked according to their importance [46].  

Through the ideation phase the focus is on satisfying the needs. Solutions can be generated by 
searching externally. This can be done through for e.g. benchmarking [45] and searching 
patents and literature [46]. The search can also be done internally, more commonly referred to 
as brainstorming [45], where the team communicate ideas verbally during a defined time 
period. There are many different brainstorming methods and they all have the common goal to 
generate as many ideas as possible [44]. The more the merrier. It’s important to encourage 
creativity and an open mind-set [45], all ideas are good ideas. However, it’s easy for certain 
team members to dominate the idea generation session and some people might not be 
comfortable communicating orally. This leads to a loss of great ideas. In such cases 
brainwriting is a better method [45]. Instead of communicating the ideas verbally it’s done in 
writing. No talking is allowed until all ideas are written. This gives the team members a 
chance to express their ideas without criticism. There are different brainwriting methods 

Implementation 

Initiation 

Inspiration 

Ideation 

Evaluation 

Figure 3. The different phases in the PSS development process. 
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available, the 6-3-5 method [44] being one of them. Conducting a workshop [30] is an 
effective way to bring people together and gives a chance for interaction. The Now-Wow-
How [42] framework allows the workshop to be planned and focused on the current situation 
and its problems (now) followed by visioning a preferred future state (wow) and the possible 
link between the two (how).  

Once enough ideas are generated they should be discussed. While some are filtered, the rest 
are sorted into different categories. The KJ method [44], also known as an affinity diagram, 
can be used for this purpose. Using a morphological box [44, 46] can help combine ideas 
from different categories into new solutions. It visually shows all possible alternatives. This 
phase should conclude in the best candidates for further evaluation.  

Evaluation can be done in multiple ways, one of them is by using a Pugh matrix [44, 45, 46]. 
In a Pugh matrix the concepts are rated/scored based on how well they fulfil the identified 
customer needs and criteria in relation to a baseline, most commonly the current solution. The 
ratings/scores are summed and ranked accordingly. In this stage concepts could be refined and 
further evaluated in iterations but eventually the concepts with the highest ranks are taken 
further in the development process [28].  

Implementation is the last phase of the development process. In this phase, the concepts are 
tested and analysed [45]. A product could be physically pretotyped or prototyped but in a PSS 
scenario it’s not possible. Instead it could be visualized through a process model [44]. To 
catch the dynamics of the PSS and to visualize it in a real scenario, simulation [44, 46] could 
be used. Lastly, conducting an economic analysis could indicate if the concept is worth 
proceeding with or if it needs adjustments.  

To summarize, the importance of a well-designed PSS is crucial for a successful transition. 
There are different PSS development processes to follow and most of them have five phases 
in common. Opportunities are defined and the project is framed in the initiation phase and in 
the inspiration phase information is collected and customer needs are identified. By searching 
externally and internally, ideas, satisfying the customer needs, are generated. The ideas are 
then filtered, categorized and combined before the evaluation phase where the concepts are 
assessed according to how well they fulfil the customer needs. The concepts with the highest 
score are tested and analysed in the implementation phase before deciding if the concept 
should be taken further.  

2.2.1 Business Process Modeling Notation as a method to analyze 

and develop PSS 

Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is an internationally standardized graphical 
notation that especially has been designed to express the order of activities and messages 
flowing between different stakeholders in a business process in an illustrative and simple way 
[11, 12]. It is the leading standard and often used as a systematic approach to document and 
analyze the current business process in order to improve it [14]. Further, it can be used to 
build and illustrate conceptual processes as the basis for the evaluation process where analysis 
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and comparison leads to the selection of the best concept. Presently, BPMN is not used as 
much for the technical application areas such as software development or process simulation 
[13].  

It serves as a common language, thus reducing the communication gap between the involved 
business stakeholders, from the business analyst who sketch the process to the technical 
developer who implements it and lastly to the business manager who monitors it. [12] 

The first version of today’s BPMN, BPMN 1.0, was first released in May 2004. Thereafter it 
was improved and updated several times before today’s version, BPMN 2.0, was published in 
January 2011 by the Object Management Group (OMG). This version is a combination of the 
best practices within the process modelling marketplace, focusing on more controlled, 
prescriptive types of internal and external processes. Yet, it doesn’t cover the complexities 
that exist in the process modelling field and therefore a version 3.0 is required. [12] 

A BPMN consists of different graphical elements that define the behavior of the processes, 
see figure 4: [11] 

1. Flow objects 
2. Connection objects 
3. Artifacts  
4. Swim lanes 

Flow objects include events, activities and gateways. Events represent either a start, end or a 
happening during the process, affecting the flow of the process. Activities represent work that 
is performed and can either be represented as a task or a sub-process, compound activities. 
Gateways are elements used to diverge or converge the flow of the process. [11]. 

Connection objects are used to connect the flow objects together. It can either be done by 
sequence lines that show the order in which the activities will be performed, an association 
that associates artifacts (data objects, groups or annotations) with the flow objects or message 
lines which show the message flow between different business entities. [12] 
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Figure 4. Different graphical elements used in BPMN [58]. 

The swim lanes are used to organize the activities. Pools allow us to easily identify the 
process or the responsibilities within it while lanes separate the process based on the different 
process performers. [11] 

There are three different types of sub-models within a BPMN modeling environment, the first 
one being Orchestration. Orchestration include both private business processes and public 
processes. Private business processes are the internal processes to an organization while 
public processes represent the interaction to and from another participant, leaving the private 
activities out. The second sub-model is Choreographies which like a private business process 
consist of activities, events and gateways. The difference however is that the activities 
represent one or more message exchanges and participants. Also, there is no responsible entity 
for the process. The last sub-model is Collaborations and describe the interaction between 
several business entities such as private and public processes and choreographies. [12] 

To conclude, BPMN is a standardized graphical notation, serving as a common language 
between different stakeholders and used to illustratively express a business process. This is 
done with graphical elements that define the behavior of the process. BPMN can be used to 
document, analyze and improve current business processes but also to illustrate conceptual 
processes, supporting the evaluation process in order to assure the selection of the best 
concept.  

2.3 Net Present Value as a metric for evaluation in PSS 

development 

Several essential cash inflows and cash outflows occur during a product´s life cycle. Cash 
inflows are revenue streams generated from product sale whilst cash outflows are costs related 
to the development, marketing, delivery and supporting the product. From an economical 
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perspective, a product is profitable if the cumulative cash inflows are greater than the 
cumulative cash outflows [46]. Net Present Value (NPV) calculates the difference between 
the present value of cash inflows and the present value of cash outflows over a period as the 
below formula demonstrates [47]:  

!"# =
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                                                                                                        (1) 

 
Ct = net cash flow during the period t 

Co = total initial investment costs 

r = discount rate  

t = time the cash flow  

T= holding period   

Discount rate (r in Equation 1) is the interest rate used to converge future cash flow to present 
value. It is a key factor which considers time value of money but also risks and uncertainties 
related to future cash flows. Time value of money implies that time affects the value of cash 
flows. In other words, a dollar (or other currency) today is worth more than a dollar in the 
future and this is because of the potential benefits that could be made by using the money and 
inflation [48]. Whenever predictions are made about the future it rises uncertainty and hence 
risks. An arbitrary way of dealing with uncertainty and risks is to increase the discount rate 
[46].   

Generally, NPV models contains to some extent assumptions because of insufficient 
information and natural variation of data therefore some assumptions must be made [46]. 
With other words, there is always inherent risks and uncertainty because the model’s inability 
to accurately reflect all complexities and variations. Sensitivity analysis is a technique used to 
determine the impact of uncertain independent parameters has on a dependent variable [49]. 
The simplest way to conduct sensitivity analysis is to vary the independent parameter for 
instance electricity cost and determine how the dependent variable for example NPV 
fluctuates with respect that [49].       

There are some alternative methods to NPV such as payback period and internal rate of return 
(IRR). Unlike NPV the payback period is a simpler metric which calculates the time it takes 
to pay back an initial investment without taking time value of money into consideration. This 
method contains two major weaknesses that make room for errors such as not considering the 
effect of time on cash flow and not measuring profitability after the payback time is reached. 
By setting the above NPV formula to zero solves the IRR expressed in percentage terms. 
Instead of calculating profitability the IRR calculates the rate when breakeven is occurred. 
[47]   
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The NPV techniques are commonly used in business because it offers objective evaluation of 
product development projects and alternatives as well as it provides analytical structure and 
discipline for decision makers [46]. It captures both costs and revenues to provide a complete 
economical overview. NPV simulation is a commonly used to quantitatively measure the 
long-term profitability of a product concept in different future conditions [21].  

In short, the NPV is an economical tool which measures the difference between cash inflow 
and cash outflow. The costs and revenues are projected to a certain time in the future and 
discounted back to the present value. It determines the cumulative profit overtime and mainly 
used to support in decision making such as when choosing a product or a project over another. 

2.3.1 Calculating Cash outflows: Life Cycle Costing 

Life cycle costing is an analytical method within the field of management accounting which 
calculates all costs associated with a system during its life span [15]. It is an engineering tool 
applied in design and procurement as well as a proactive cost management approach. In 
research literature, the interpretation of “product life cycle” differs. Sometimes product life 
cycle is described from marketing perspective which includes at least four stages: 
introduction, maturity, growth and product decline [22]. In other cases where customer and 
manufacturer perspective is considered, it refers to the phases from: raw material processing, 
product manufacture, distribution, product use and disposal [18]. In this research, the latter 
perspective is applied.  

The LCC concept has its origin in the US Department of Defense which was the first to 
initiate the development and application of life cycle costing in early 1960s: to ensure cost 
effective procurements for defense equipment. The LCC approach has later been adopted by 
industrial and consumer goods manufacturer. [19, 20].  

Because of considerable awareness that the initial investment is the “tip of the iceberg” in 
terms of total cost of a product´s life span, the LCC has become a significant tool to enhance 
the productivity of capital [19]. The attention given to LCC is also due to the increasingly-
competitive business environment, diminishing resources and the need of increasing value for 
money in all areas of company activities. All these reasons make it necessary to plan and 
monitor assets from the inception stage to eventual disposal. Life cycle costing becomes 
important to use when seeking value optimization in the ownership of the physical asset by 
including all the cost factors involved in assets operational life [17].  

Several sources highlight that 70-90% of the life cost of a product are defined in the design 
process. In other words, decisions made in the design phase affect the life cycle cost 
extensively. Although the LCC has long-term benefits, its practical use is limited to some 
extent. Perhaps this slow application trend is because of the absence of standard application, 
reliable historical data and that it is time consuming. [16, 15]  

The structure of LCC cost models depends on the model builder´s purpose and resources. 
There is no standard systematic process of how to carry out an LCC cost modelling of any 
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given system. For that reason, LCC models differ from case to case which of course 
highlights that LCC can be individually tailored to the specific system. [19]  

Despite lack of standard process, it is essential to develop a clear methodology for the specific 
situation. Moreover, some general guidelines are available regarding the application of LCC. 
As expected, guidelines are loosely but enough to establish strategy. For instance, it is 
recommended to be creative and experimental since cost analysis in nature are an art. Also, 
the cost model should make meaningful relationships and underlying assumptions explicit as 
well as planning a strategy to handle uncertainty in the model. [19]  

Woodward [17] proposes some essential elements that generally should be included in the 
LCC. Such important element are the capital costs, life span, discount rate, operating and 
maintenance costs and disposal costs. It is also necessary to include uncertainty and 
sensitivity analysis. The capital costs are all the costs that occur from purchase until the assets 
starts to operate [17, 15].  

The life span of a physical asset has major impact on the LCC and can be determined in 
various ways. It can be based on the functional life which is the period the asset is needed to 
be in use. Also, the life span which the assets is physically expected to operate can be used in 
the LCC life span. In some cases, it is important to use technological life span which is the 
time it takes for another technically superior alternative to enter in the market. Another 
reference period is economic life, which is the time the asset is economically justifiable to 
use. [17]  

Moreover, the life cycle costs are discounted with appropriate discount rate to the present 
value. Different types of inflation rates are used such as the National GDP inflator, fixed or 
accelerated depreciation [23]. The choice of an appropriate discount rate is vital because high 
or low discount rate tends to affect the LCC outcome. A low discount rate shows alternatives 
with high initial costs, long life and low recurring costs as the winning alternatives. Whilst 
high discount rate approves the opposite. The literature lacks systematic approaches for the 
selection of an appropriate discount rate but suggestion is between 3-4%. However, the 
discount differs from company to company and expertise in industrial accountant is necessary 
to make a precise calculation [17].  

LCC is foremost a cost optimization tool and it is important to keep operating and 
maintenance costs at minimum level. The operating and maintenance costs are direct and 
indirect cost such as labor, material etc. They can be based on prediction or historical 
performance data. Maintenance costs can in turn be divided into preventive, corrective or 
upgrading maintenance. Preventive maintenance is performed in a regular and planned 
manner and the purpose is to minimize the downtime costs. On the other hand, corrective 
maintenance is maintenance which is performed to correct failure when they occur. When 
downtime costs decrease the overall maintenance cost increases but optimal is to balance 
downtime costs with maintenance costs as figure 5 illustrates in below. Finally, the disposal 
costs are all costs related to discarding the asset. [17]  
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Figure 5. The diagram illustrates maintenance and downtime cost relationship [17]. 

Dhillon [15] introduces a general life cycle costing model as the sum of recurring(RC) and 
nonrecurring costs(NRC), hence the LCC of the equipment is stated as below   

2-- = 3- + !3-                                                                                                                    (2) 

The recurring cost is (RC), operating cost is (OP), inventory cost is (IC), support cost is (SC) 
manpower cost is (MC) and maintenance cost (MTC).  

3- = 5- + 6- + 7- + 8- + 89-                                                                                                      (3) 

The nonrecurring cost, NRC, expressed in equation 3 where� Cp is capital cost, Ci is 
installation cost, Cq is qualification approval cost, Cr is research and development cost, Ct is 
training cost, Crm is reliability and maintainability improvement cost and Cs is support cost. 
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3 RESEARCH METHOD 

In this chapter, the authors start by presenting the method and framework used in this 
Master’s thesis. That is followed by an introduction to the case company MRT and a 
description of how data was collected and analyzed. Lastly, the authors explain how the 
research was validated.   

3.1 Design Research Methodology (DRM) 

The Design Research Methodology (DRM) framework proposed by Blessing and Chakrabarti 
[36] has provided the research structure and clear design focus. It is a comprehensive research 
methodology to plan and implement engineering design oriented research. The general 
purpose of conducting design research is formulating and validating theories, models, 
methods, tools etc. related to design and capturing and validating knowledge. It is all about 
increasing the opportunity of creating successful design in a realistic manner. [36]  

The Design Research Methodology (DRM) framework is divided into four stages: Research 
Clarification, Descriptive Study I, Prescriptive Study (PS) and Descriptive Study II. In figure 
6 basic means, process steps and main outcomes of the DRM framework are illustrated. The 
dark arrows show the main process flow whilst the light arrows demonstrate the iteration 
process. [36]  

 

Figure 6. The figure shows the DRM research process stages, basic means and deliverables according to Blessing and 
Chakrabarti [36]. It illustrates an overview of the basic means and outcomes of the design process steps in this thesis. 

In the first research process stage: Research Clarification is initiated with literature review to 
find evidence and indications that support initial underlying assumptions to further construct 
achievable research objective. From the findings of the literature, two initial scenario 
descriptions are developed: a current and a desired situation. Moreover, some measurable 
criteria to evaluate the research outcome are framed. [36]  
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In the clarification step, the authors conducted literature review. Theory building has been a 
continues progress and several knowledge domains proved to be important. First a research 
topic was selected as a possible source of solution based on underlying assumptions that PSS 
is a more profitable business strategy than the current strategy the company practices. The 
next important task was to search for literature in search engines such as Google Scholar, 
Summons, Diva, Retriever business etc. An initial search focusing on articles containing 
keywords for the relevant research topics such as “Product-Service System”, “Business 
Process Model Notation”, “Net Present Value”, “Life Cycle Cost”, “Product Service 
Development”, etc. was performed. The initial screening resulted selection of 103 
publications and books based on all the studies that came up using relevant search strings that 
contained important keywords. Further screening followed where the titles and abstracts were 
analyzed and then inclusion criteria were used, such as including PSS literature that addressed 
service-oriented PSS, SMEs, development models and method for product-service etc. 
Finally, 42 publications and books that potentially could answer the research questions were 
reviewed . It is an intensive iteration between literature research process and empirical 
research process all the time. Research design and plan containing goal, methodology, scope, 
schedule was established as a result from this initial step.  
 
In descriptive study I, the authors have defined goal and focus and can continue for more 
literature review to gain understanding of influencing factors. It is important to develop 
detailed understanding of the current situation to determine key factors that should be 
addressed. If the literature cannot cover the current situation comprehensively than empirical 
data should be collected [36]. In this step, detailed literature review and an empirical data 
collection process was carried out to elaborate the understanding of the current situation of 
MRT and find customer needs to address. The collected data from interviews and 
documentations are used as input in BPMN and NPV for current business. Firstly, a NPV 
from the customer perspective is calculated and secondly it is calculated from MRT’s 
perspective. The purpose behind the NPV is to map and visualize the costs and revenues 
related to the product during its life time as well as using it as a measure to compare the 
current business to the new business concept and it was performed in MS Excel™. In fact, the 
BPMN was used as method to illustrate and get a clear overview of the whole business 
process using Bizagi© program.  

In prescriptive study, the objective is to develop a support intended to solve the problem 
statement using the accumulated understanding from previous stages. In this context, support 
can mean anything from guidelines, methods, equation, process etc. [36]. To further proceed 
with the research to the next level, the authors conducted workshop, need finding, idea 
generation, concept scoring to generate inputs for the desired PSS solution. An NPV and 
BPMN was modeled for the new concept: Pay-per screen. 

The last stage is descriptive study II which focuses on examining if the support can improve 
the current situation. In this study, to measure if the new concept enhances the current 
situation, the authors compared the NPV models for the current and the new PSS solution 
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(Pay-per screen). They have also validated the content in the NVP and BPMN models with 
the informants from the company to increase the accuracy of the models.  

3.2 Research context: Case study at MRT International System  

Case study research [34] is an empirical systematic approach to investigate conventional and 
complex social phenomena in depth within its natural settings to grasp reality as close as 
possible. It is difficult to distinguish the boundary between phenomena and context. Case 
study is suitable to discover how people perceive events, processes and structures in their 
natural settings. In this thesis case study research, it is applied as a systematic qualitative 
approach to explore new concept development but also to complement and validate 
quantitative data from the same context.    

This research has been applied in a real-world case taking the recycling equipment 
manufacturer MRT International System as the unit of analysis. Case study can be classified 
into three categories namely exploratory, descriptive and explanatory [34]. This research is 
considered partly descriptive and partly explorative. In the research clarification and 
descriptive study I, the attention is dedicated to increasing understanding of the current 
situation and so therefore descriptive questions are asked to get a picture of the specific event 
that is being studied. The research has explorative character since the research problem and 
goal is to explore opportunities for result-oriented PSS for SMEs. A key feature indicating the 
explorative and descriptive nature of this study is, initially the problem was structured and 
understood to some extent. The more the problem is described and explored the more rigid 
structure developed.   

The case study approach has framed the data collection process in the descriptive stage of 
DRM. Employees of the company were interviewed. The data collection depended on the 
willingness and availability of the respondents.  

3.2.1 Case company 

MRT (Mercury Recovery Technology) System International AB, a company located in 
Karlskrona, Sweden, is recognized for developing and selling recycling equipment for 
mercury recovery from Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) such as 
fluorescent lamps, mercury batteries and flat panels [37]. A flat panel is a technical device 
used to display visual content. Examples of flat panels are LED, LCD and plasma displays. 

Mercury is a heavy metal which can be hazardous in high enough doses if inhaled or ingested, 
damaging the central nervous system, kidneys and lungs. Humans get poisoned through eating 
fish from contaminated lakes. [37]. Strict legislations set requirements for the collection, 
logistics & treatment of WEEE. As stated in EN 50625-1, § 5.5 De-pollution:  

“De-pollution shall not damage or destroy components in a way that hazardous substances 
are released to the environment or distributed to fractions, unless subsequent treatment to 
remove or render harmless the hazardous substances is carried out.” 
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MRT’s first machine, The Batch Distiller, was introduced on the market year 1979. Since then 
they have gained great reputation worldwide with large customer segments in the European 
and Asian market, especially in the market of lamp recycling applications. However, the 
profitability of the lamp recycling industry has slowly been decreasing due to the transitioning 
to more energy efficient light sources such as LED. Therefore, MRT decided to enter the flat 
panel market and sold their first machine of the Flat Panel Processor (FPP) in 2014, see figure 
7 below.  

FPP facilitates the disassembly of a large range of flat panels. The separation process involves 
both automatic and manual work. First, the machine is fed manually by a worker whereupon 
the machine automatically makes two parallel cuts at the border of the panel, allowing for 
secure extraction of the two fluorescent lamps and easy separation of the different 
components. Finally, two workers disassemble the flat panel and sort the components in 
different containers. Figure 8 below shows the process. 

 

Figure 8. The machine is being fed with screens which is then opened by the cutting discs in order for the dismantler 
to safely dismantle valuable materials in the screen. 

The flat panel market is large, especially in Europe, and comes with new opportunities for 
MRT. There are a great number of flat panels available for recycling, despite the huge amount 
being illegally exported to Africa [53], and unlike the lamp recycling market the flat panels 
contain valuable material that can be sold. In other words, this market not only benefits the 
environment but generates money, attracting more recyclers and thereby also more potential 
FPP customers.  

Feeder 
Cutting discs 

Deassembler 

Figure 7. The Flat Panel Processor. 
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3.3 Data collection 

The choice of how and what kind of data to collect is determined by the information required 
of the specific research problem. Identification of the unit of analysis is an important task 
before proceeding with data collection [40]. This section addresses data collection methods 
used to gather primary and secondary data in this study. Primary data is information gathered 
for the research purpose by the authors and secondary data is information provided by other 
sources with different purposes [40].   

3.3.1 Semi structured interviews  

Interviews are data collection strategies used in different disciplines. It is most commonly 
used option for data collection in case study research because most case studies focus on 
situation and actions involving humans. Interview that is characterized by rigid and 
preplanned question are called structured interviews while fluid and in-depth interview is 
referring to unstructured interviews that resembles guided conversations [34]. From this 
explanation, structured interview is mainly for generating quantitative data while unstructured 
is more towards producing qualitative data. However, the distinction between these types of 
interview techniques is loosely stated [33]. It could be indicated that the semi-structured 
interview is the most important research interview type because of its flexibility. It contains 
preplanned open-ended questions and supplementary question that arise between interviewer 
and interviewee ⁄ s. The semi structured interview is a middle ground when it comes to 
providing data in detail and breadth [32].   

This research was conducted with semi structured interview technique, see table 1. 

Table 1. The interview occasions made with MRT’s employees. 

Role of participant in the interview Years of experience Duration of interview 

Manager 15 years 1,5 h 
Manager 15 years 1,25 h 
Project manager 4 years 30 min 
Market and sales manager 4 months 20 min 
Market and sales manager 4 months 1,33h 
Service operator 13 years 1 h 

 
All knowledge gained from literature review outlined and guided what questions to ask and 
how to ask them. Firstly, after the literature review all questions that came up were written 
down and later the questions were grouped into two main categories: business processes and 
financial aspects. To refine the questions, the authors iterated the process of formulating the 
questions and highlighted key questions. After gaining understanding of current process and 
cost structures, a new detailed question focusing on maintenance and sales market oriented 
questions were addressed. The interviews were verbatim recorded which allowed the authors 
to listen effectively and ask follow-up questions for more details in later phases of the 
research project. 
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3.3.2 Documentation  

Documentary and archival records play generally important role in case study research. The 
first mentioned can be different types of information such as letters, administrative 
documents, written report of events etc. Archival records refer to computer files and records 
such as organizational records, service records, survey data made by others etc. Both 
document and archival records are used in combination with other data sources. [34] 
Information obtained from archival records and documentary sources are considered as 
secondary data sources [40]. it is important to be aware of that secondary data may contain 
biased information, e.g. data that is collected with the intention to influence customer 
perception of a product or company. Because secondary data normally has a purpose that 
differs from the research purpose the reliability must be questioned and ensure that the 
information is within the research scope [40]. If the information obtained from archival 
records and documentary sources contradicts the collected primary data, the researcher should 
investigate the issue further to explain [34].  

The most important files used in this study are the feasibility calculation and FPP 
manufacturing cost calculation. They contain standard costs, revenues, basic machine 
performance, assumptions about customer production information, capacity, and recycled 
material value etc.  After obtaining useful information from these files, the authors formulated 
questions that were addressed during interviews to see if the they confirm or contradict the 
content. In the case of the feasibility no contradictions were found. The purpose of the 
feasibility study calculation is to give the customer a profit visualization whilst the FPP 
Manufacturing cost calculations is intended for internal use to monitor production project 
costs. All the used documents are illustrated in table 2 below.   

Table 2. The financial and economic data that was provided by the company and their intention and relevance to the 
research problem. 

Available documentation Purpose Relevance to the research 
problem 

Feasibility calculation Customer profit 
visualization 

Operation costs and revenues 
related to the customer 

FPP Manufacturing cost calculations Project cost monitoring FPP production, installation and 
education costs 

Invoices, quotations and service contracts Payment Costs for spare, wear parts and 
maintenance 

Maintenance manual Manual for user Preventive maintenance procedure 
Standard production process document FPP production overview  Labor hours in each production 

activity  

3.3.3 Workshop 

A workshop session was held at MRTs facility. Three people from the company participated, 
see the table 3 below.  
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Table 3. The table illustrates the participants, their roles in the company and workshop duration time. 

Role of participant in the workshop Years of 
Experience 

Duration of 
workshop 

Manager 15 
2 h Customer and after market manager 15 

Project manager 4 
 
The workshop was designed to fulfill three purposes: to develop detailed understanding of the 
research problem, find driving or influencing factor and gather creative ideas. The two authors 
of this thesis also participated in the workshop to stimulate discussions and idea generation. 
Being both facilitators and participants allowed the authors to generate more data but also 
helping participants to focus on the workshop agenda. The workshop was conducted 
according to the Now-Wow-How framework that is a creative workshop which begins with 
analyzing the existing situation (now), continues with visualization of a preferred alternative 
future (wow) and finally the participants elaborate on how these two can be bridged(how) 
[42]. However, the workshop is performed as follows: 

• (40 minutes) Discussion about the current situation, the “now” state. Authors showed 
revenue/cost figures (displayed as NPV diagrams) and current business process 
(displayed as BMPN) to confirm and gain shared understanding. Each participant 
started with providing their view of the current business scenario. The output from the 
“now state” was problems which were addressed further with the 5-why technique. 
One question was formulated in each problem area and then the participants were 
asked five why’s until a root to the problem was reached. 

• (30 minutes) Participants created some desired future scenarios, “wow” states. 
Together the participants decided on where they want MRT to be in the future.  

• (65 minutes) The workshop process moved to the “how state” to close the gap 
between “now” and “wow” state. Problems that were addressed in the “now” and 
“wow” states were reformulated into “how might we” statements. For example, how 
might we create constant revenue streams? The “how might we” statements were 
addressed with different brainstorming techniques. Wild thinking was encouraged, and 
quantity preferred before quality. Also, all kinds of criticism were ruled out. The 
brainstorming started with brain writing where one worksheet for each problem 
statement was used.  The five workshop participants wrote three ideas in five minutes. 
After every five minutes, each participant passed the worksheet on to the next sitting 
person. It was a structured idea generation process and it closed out all discussion 
which allowed participants to focus on writing and drawing what they had in their 
minds. 

Following problems were addressed with this technique: 

• How might we establish confident and attractive sellers? 
• How might we create a great customer experience? 
• How might we deliver profitable service? 
• How might we educate our customers in the FPP? 
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• How might we take responsibility for the machine´s end of life? 
 

Another brainstorming technique was used: reverse thinking [54]. First a how might 
state was formulated addressing a desired state and then it was reversed so that is 
caused an undesired state. An important observation is, it is much easier to brainstorm 
how to create problems than how to solve problems. The following issues is focused 
on with this technique.  

• How might we make the customers insecure? 
• How might we make our brand weak? 
• How might we create a high sales barrier? 

 
The ideas from this session were reversed back. For example, if an idea was to have 
hidden costs, it was reversed to eliminate hidden costs. Finally, free brain storming 
was conducted in two occasions. First occasion was in the workshop with company 
and second occasion evolved only the authors. This technique was used to create 
discussions that help participants to build on each other’s ideas and participants wrote 
and drew on a white board. Main areas addressed are maintenance, sales and customer 
education shown in below. 

• How might we increase reliability? 
• How might we always be aware of the FPP status? 
• How might we deliver fast service? 
• How might we deliver cheap service? 
• How might we decrease critical parts delivery time?  
• How might we establish systematic preventive maintenance? 
• How might we make the FPP information easy accessible? 
• How might we ensure the customer an income? 
• How might we deliver early profitability to the customer?  
• How might we mediate value to the customer? 
• How might we eliminate the initial investment? 
• How might we educate the customer? 

3.4 Data analysis 

Quantitative data from documentation has been used during process of calculating LCC and 
NPV. This analysis focused on arranging the data into subgroups such as labor costs, energy 
costs and then all the subgroups were organized into main cost groups aligned with the FPP 
life cycle stages such as production, maintenance and end of life. The costs were projected in 
the reference period with a chosen discount rate. 

Qualitative data analysis has instead been used during the process of extracting customer 
needs from the collected data iterated steps to unfold a solid basis for idea generation. 
Qualitative data analysis can be carried out in three interactive steps; data condensation, data 
display and conclusion drawing/verification [35]. Data condensation is the first activity of 
data analysis, but it occurs consistently throughout all steps in the research process. Whenever 
the complete data undergoes selection, prioritization, simplification, abstraction and/or 
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transformation refers to data condensation. The “final” output is organized and transformed 
data which facilitates conclusion drawing and verification. The second stage is conclusion 
drawing which may appear in early stages of the research process. Moreover, the early 
conclusion is incomplete, vogue and implicit. Conclusions that appear before the end of data 
collection should be handled with skepticism and flexibility. [35] 

All data collecting and implementing in LCC and BMPN were the preparation step to set the 
foundation for extracting needs from the stakeholders in the case study, and make a basis for 
prioritization. The first step of this task was to gather important statements from the 
interviews and the workshop. After that, discussion about the underlying meaning in the 
statements followed. The authors intended to capture subjective perception of needs in the 
statements through common sense reasoning. After that the statements were clustered into 
groups that expressed the same need. A need that addressed each group was reformulated in 
way that avoided to express how to fulfill the need as well as avoiding vague and negative 
expressions. All the needs were then organized into seven stages in product life cycle and 
customer experience: sales, production installation & education, operation, maintenance and 
end of life. This resulted 19 final needs.  

The needs were then ranked using a Pugh matrix. In this matrix, the needs were placed in row 
and in column and weighted against each other. A zero was assigned if column was more 
important than row but one was assigned if the opposite was true. All the 0s and 1s were 
counted and resulted a weighting factor for each need.   

The main ideas were organized into a Morphological box to provide the frame for the PSS 
concept. The parameters in the morphological box were payment alternatives, customer 
education, maintenance, material revenue, end of life and customer experience. Every 
parameter had two or three options. Different combination of the options was obtained which 
resulted 10 concepts. Again, the concepts were weighted against the needs in relation to the 
current business model. A five-scale measurement was implemented: -2 to 2. A concept was 
assigned zero if it cannot improve the current situation, 2 if it can improve much and so on. 
The scores of the concept were multiplied with the weighting factor if the need. Two winning 
concepts were achieved after all the scores were summed up.  

3.5 Validity and reliability 

Any given research is subject to quality judgement according to certain criteria since it 
embodies a logical set of statements. Such research quality criteria are validity and reliability. 
Validity refers to the credibility of the research and explains whether the results obtained meet 
all the requirements of the scientific research method while reliability defines the repeatability 
of findings. There are three main types of validity evidence: construct validity, internal 
validity and external validity. Construct validity demonstrates the degree of evidence 
provided to support the claims. Internal validity does not apply to exploratory and descriptive 
cases. However, external validity addresses the how well the findings can be generalized. It is 
challenging for a case study research to establish sufficient operational set of measures and 
avoid subjective judgement. However, the validity can be increased by using multiple sources 
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of evidence, establishing a chain of evidence and having key informants review the case study 
report. [34] 

First and foremost, the authors have followed a rigorous methodological process to avoid 
validity threats and maintain a chain of evidence. The DRM has guided the concept design 
and development while the case study has been used to frame the company as the case under 
scrutiny. One of the tactics used in this thesis to increase validity is triangulation. Firstly, PSS 
is examined through business process modeling and cost and value creation which has 
provided theoretical triangulation. Secondly, the findings are based on convergence of 
multiple sources of evidence such as the semi structured interviews, the workshop, the 
documents and archival records. The authors have examined documents, involved many 
interviews and a creative workshop which increases confidence that the studied phenomenon 
is captured adequately. Also, an underlying intention for the interviews was to collect 
information from employees with different position and experience in the company. The 
employee who worked in MRT for 4 months had another view than those who worked in the 
company for ten or fifteen years. The service operator had more details of the maintenance 
work than any others. Table 1 and 3 in the research method chapter shows that the authors 
have interviewed the people who were relevant to this case. 

The input parameter used to build the NPV scenarios are based on the average of the most 
confident estimation of four employees at MRT System. This highlights the authors´ 
awareness and understanding of the possible existents of multiple realities. To verify the 
content in the BPMN and NPV models, the informants have reviewed and been asked how 
accurate the result has rendered the given information. According to the feedback the models 
are substantiated and reflect the provided information. This approving feedback with the 
company increase the validity of the result.  

To facilitate for other researchers to produce the same result after doing this case over again, 
the authors have paid great effort to present and document all the steps that has been taken to 
conduct the research in the methodology chapter, the development process and in the result 
chapter. The strategy of approaching reliability is to allow the reader of this case to follow the 
derivation of the result. The authors´ intent has been to avoid bias and error in the process 
which would impact the reliability of the thesis.   

The conclusions regarding the financial implication of result-oriented PSS and the 
development process in this thesis is applicable for SMEs in the recycling equipment industry. 
However, the developed concept is specifically designed to fulfill MRT System’s and their 
customers’ need.   
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4 EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

This chapter will start by giving the reader an introduction to the recycling equipment 
industry, giving an explanation to why MRT is considering a new business model as captured 
from the interviews. Thereafter, the business process and the financial aspects of a SME in 
the recycling equipment industry is described. Several identified needs and their importance 
in the development process towards the final PSS- based offering “Pay per screen” are 
defined. Finally, the authors are analyzing the financial aspects of the new PSS offering in 
relation to the current business model.    

4.1 The recycling equipment industry: a competitive marketplace 
The recycling equipment industry benefits the environment through recovery of waste. At the 
same time the flat panel recycling generates money to the recyclers, MRT’s potential 
customers, since the electronic waste contain valuable material. Despite the great 
opportunities, MRT has been struggling with attracting new customers frequently. This is due 
to the competitive flat panel marketplace, including many stakeholders and strict legislations 
as can be seen in figure 9. The Producer Responsibility Principle (PRP) is a European 
legislative strategy which governs environmental directives such as WEEE Directive. It states 
that producers of electronic equipment are responsible for the collection and recycling of their 
products after their lifetime [38]. Since the implementation of this regulation, collecting 
agencies like El-Kretsen [55] have been hired by the electronic equipment producers such as 
Sony [56] to support them in fulfilling the PRP. The collecting agencies make sure there are 
collecting points available for consumers where they can leave their flat panels for recycling. 
Potential recyclers such as Stena Technoworld [57] or MRT’s customers then reach out to the 
collecting agencies, or vice versa, for a recycling contract that lasts between 1 to 5 years. The 
contract commits the recycler to recover a given screen quantity in return for a compensation, 
commonly referred to as a gate fee. The collecting point provides the recycler with the agreed 
flat panel quantity whereon the recycler disassembles them either manually or using the FPP 
and sells the material to material resellers.  
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Figure 9. The recycling process of flat panels with its involved stakeholders. 

The PRP is costing the producers money and therefore they are looking to get the flat panels 
recycled for the cheapest possible price, making the market very competitive. The recycling 
process is complicated and it can take more than a year for a recycler to get a contract with a 
collecting agency. Also, in most cases the flat panel volumes are small resulting in less profit 
for the recycler since he receives a higher kilo price for larger volumes. 

These mentioned problems are resulting in very few customers for MRT. The FPP is costly 
and requires a big investment. This is a big risk for the recyclers because of their low profit 
together with their uncertain future in the flat panel recycling business. Also, the recyclers’ 
long waiting time for a recycling contract makes MRT’s income flow very unstable. 

MRT is now looking for a new business model to solve these problems whereon an interest 
towards a result-oriented PSS has been shown. The company believes a PSS can be the 
solution and the literature points to the same. This thesis is looking to investigate the 
opportunities for implementing a result-oriented PSS in a SME company using MRT as a case 
company.  

4.2 Current business process in the recycling equipment industry 

MRT’s current business process consists of an interconnection between different steps. The 
main processes are quotation, project, manufacturing, installation & education, operation and 
lastly maintenance. Figure 10 depicts an overview of the general business process, 
represented according to a BPMN notation.  A more detailed BPMN can be found in 
Appendix 1. 
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Figure 10. An overview of MRT’s current business process modeled in Bizagi©. 

The quotation process starts with a customer having the need to buy a FPP and contacting one 
of MRT’s local sales agents. The sales agent mediates information regarding FPP, prices etc. 
between the customer and MRT. Once both parties are satisfied with the information 
provided, MRT creates a quotation and sends it to the customer via the sales agent. If the 
customer isn’t satisfied with the offering, a new negotiation starts and a new quotation is 
eventually created. This process repeats itself until the customer is satisfied with the offering, 
approximately a couple of weeks. Once the customer gets a quotation, he turns to a collecting 
agency for a recycling contract who provides the customer with flat panels that needs to be 
recycled. The recycling contract contains information about the flat panel volume the 
customer will be provided with per year, for how many years and for what price, so called 
gate fee. This process is lengthy and can last up to several years, but normally it takes one 
year. When the contract is signed with the collecting agency the customer signs MRT’s 
quotation whereon MRT starts a new project. If problems occur during the quotation process, 
due to e.g. change of customer interest or problem with the collecting agencies, the customer, 
sales agent or MRT can cancel the process anytime. 

A project starts once the customer has paid a deposit of 50% of the negotiated price, to cover 
the manufacturing cost, whereon the marketing director together with the project leader and 
construction manager do a preliminary study and plan the project. The preliminary study 
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includes creating a project costing model consisting of all the costs related to the project such 
as production and labor costs. The study also includes a project log, a project plan and to draw 
a layout and write a function description of the FPP. 

When the preliminary study is finished, the production phase starts. This is when the machine 
is manufactured. The construction manager compiles a machine component list and modifies 
the machine drawings if it needs to be customized. Meanwhile, the project leader prepares the 
machine documents. The component list is then used as a basis for the purchase where MRT 
buys the modules and components from different suppliers. After the purchase, the project 
leader sends an installation preparation document to the customer. This includes preparation 
of electricity, ventilation etc. Also, now the technical writer starts writing the manual. The 
order initiates the manufacturing process. The manufacturers build the modules/components, 
pack and ship them to an assembly company working for MRT. The assembler then builds the 
FPP whereon one of MRT’s service technician checks the machine according to a test 
protocol. If the test protocol is not approved, the assembler makes the necessary corrections. 
This repeats itself until the test protocol is approved. After the approved test protocol the 
marketing director performs an internal Factory Acceptance Test (FAT). A FAT implies to 
confirm that the built machine is according to the quotation and customer order. If the FAT 
fails the manufacturer must make the necessary corrections. When the internal FAT is 
approved, the customer is invited to the manufacturing company for an external FAT. Most of 
the times the customer accepts the invitation. Again, if the external FAT fails the 
manufacturer must make the necessary corrections. The production process takes 
approximately 4 months. Once the FPP is approved by the customer, a packing list is created 
and the FPP is shipped to the customer.  While the FPP is being shipped to the customer, the 
project leader prepares documents regarding CE marking of the FPP and the finance manager 
sends an invoice to the customer of another 40% of the negotiated price and updates the 
project costing model. Finally, the service technician prepares for the installation by creating a 
plan. 

When the FPP has reached the customer, MRT’s service technicians travel to the customer 
and install the machine according to the installation plan. They work for 10 days, of which 2 
days are intended for education. During the installation problems can occur, prolonging it. For 
e.g. the ground level where the machine is to be placed might not be even so the service 
technicians must level it out before the installation. These unexpected problems in turn 
influence the education time. Unfortunately, only some hours are usually left for educating the 
machine operators. This affect the customer experience in a negative way since they don’t 
know how to properly handle or operate the machine. It is also affecting MRT since it leads to 
“unnecessary” maintenance costs during the first warranty year. Before heading home, the 
service technicians write an education certificate for the machine operators.  

After the successful installation and once the remaining 10% of the FPP price is payed, 
MRT’s marketing director creates a “take-over” contract, stating that the ownership of the 
machine is transferred from MRT to the customer. Once the contract is signed by both MRT 
and the customer, the FPP is done for operating. The recycler, MRT’s customer, receives flat 
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panels from the collecting point and starts processing them. The operation requires 3 workers, 
one material feeder/machine operator and 2 disassemblers. The operator feeds the FPP with 
flat panels whereon the machine makes two parallel cuts at the border of the panel, allowing 
for secure extraction of the two fluorescent lamps and easy separation of the different 
components. The disassemblers then separate the material from the processed flat panels and 
sort them, which later is sold to material re-sellers. 

The operation process continues until machine failures occurs. The maintenance process can 
be seen in figure 11. The failures can be simple ones, fixed by changing spare parts (SP) or 
wear parts (WP), such as the cutting discs. If the needed SP or WP is not in stock, an order is 
being sent to MRT who packs and sends the order. When the order has arrived, the machine 
operators can fix the machine failure by themselves. Sometimes the machine failure is too 
complex and can’t be fixed by the machine operator, e.g. calibration of the cutting discs. Then 
a failure report is sent to MRT’s service technicians who give the machine operators support 
through phone or email. The service technicians can also connect to the machine computer 
from a distance and thus go through the machine system failures to check for the possible 
error. If the support is not enough and on-site maintenance is needed, the service technicians 
travel to the customer. The maintenance includes troubleshooting and usually takes 2 days. 
From the time when failure occurs until it is repaired is referred to as downtime. During this 
time, the customer loses potential revenue linked to recovered material and gate fee. Most of 
the times the machine is repairable, but with age the machine might not be and eventually 
ends up as landfill.  

Figure 11. The maintenance process model. 

In case the customer doesn’t get a new recycling contract from the collecting agencies the 
machine ends up idle in the factory until further action. A normal contract length is 5 years 
while the machine’s technical life time is approximately 10 years. The machine is thus not 
used to its full potential. During the project process, status reports are sent from MRT to the 
customer regularly. Thus, the customer knows what is going on with the ordering process and 
can make an impact. The project process is completed once the service technician has written 
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an installation report and the finance manager has done an after calculation and a process 
evaluation. 

4.3 Current financial aspects of a SME operating in the recycling 

equipment business 

The current financial aspects are analyzed for both MRT and the customer in two separate 
NPV models including three different cases; best, worst and average. The best case 
demonstrates the most beneficial scenario for the part taken into count while the worst 
scenario demonstrates the opposite. An average case demonstrates the most probable scenario 
for the countable part. The analysis is made to illustrate under which conditions the FPP is 
profitable. Another NPV model is made for MRT where the profitability of the overall 
business is explored and the overall cash flow variation is clarified.  

Each NPV model is based on a spreadsheet template including different cost and revenue 
factors. The templates are based on assumptions and input data provided by MRT. The input 
data is used in equations to calculate the costs and revenues for some factors. A template for 
an average case is provided for each NPV model together with a table of the factors and their 
definition. 

In all the NPV models a 4% discount rate recommended by the company is used.  

4.3.1 Financial aspects for a customer 

The definition of the cost and revenue factors used in this financial analysis can be found in 
table 4 below.  

Table 4: The cost and revenue factors for the financial analysis and their definition.  

Cost/Revenue factor Definition 
Initial investment  
FPP-60  The depreciation of the machine’s acquisition cost. 
  
Installation & education Costs related to the installation of the FPP and education of the 

machine operators at the customer site.  
  
Machine transportation Transportation cost of the FPP to the customer site. 
  
Operation  
Energy Energy cost of the FPP during operation. 
  
Operator/Material feeder The labor cost related to one machine operator/material feeder. 
  
Disassembly The labor cost related to two workers disassembling the 

processed screens. 
  
Overhead cost Indirect costs such as management, facility costs etc.  
  
Material transportation Transportation cost of screens from collecting points and 

transportation cost of recycled material to material resellers. 
  
Downtime cost Revenue loss when the machine is not functioning.   
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Maintenance  
Consumables  Costs for cutting discs, filters and repair parts that need to be 

replaced periodically. 
  
Service contract A contract that can be signed by the customer every year for a 

certain cost which includes a two days’ onsite service. 
  
Onsite service Costs related to onsite service offered by MRT’s service 

technicians when needed.  
  
Revenue  
Gate fee The fee payed by the collecting agency in return for recycling of 

screens. 
  
Material revenue The revenue gained when the recycled material from the screens 

are sold to material re-sellers. 
 
For the financial analysis, these assumptions are made: 

• The machine value is depreciated in 2 years. 
• Installation and education last for 2 weeks and cost 10 000 €. 
• Machine transportation cost is 4000 €. 
• Overhead cost is 25% of the direct labor cost (Operator/Material feeder + 

Disassembly). 
• Material transportation is 1000 €/year.  
• A service contract is signed and renewed every year after the warranty year for a cost 

of 4220 €. 

The other cost and revenue factors are calculated using input data in equations. The input data 
and its acronyms for the best, worst and average case can be found in table 5 below. The first 
input parameter is the screen volume where the customer processes between 200 and 900 tons 
of screens per year depending on their recycling contract with the collecting agency. The 
recycling contract also affects the gate fee which varies between 25 and 245 € per ton of 
processed screen. Furthermore, depending on where in Europe the customer site is located the 
labor costs are different, ranging between 18 and 20 € per hour.  

Downtime can currently vary between 1 and 6 weeks per year while the amount of onsite 
service needed per year varies between 1 and 4. These two factors depend on how much 
knowledge the machine operators have of the FPP, how well they maintain it and how quick 
the machine failure is solved. Moreover, when onsite service is needed the service time can 
take 1 to 3 days depending on the degree of fault complexity. If a service contract is signed a 
2 days’ onsite service is included every year. It is cheaper than a normal onsite service and 
thus benefits the customer more. Normal maintenance includes changing the wear parts such 
as cutting discs. They are critical components and need to be changed when worn out. A set of 
cutting discs can last between 1813 and 5250 processed screens.  
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Table 5. The input data for the customer’s NPV for three cases and their acronyms.  

Input data for the customer’s NPV of the current business model 
Input parameters Acronym Best case Average case Worst case 
Screen volume (ton/year)  SV 900 500 200 
Downtime (weeks/year) D 1 2 6 
Number of service (times/year) NS 1 2 4 
Service time (days) ST 1 2 3 
Labor cost (€/hour) L 18 19 20 
Gate fee (€/ton) G 245 150 25 
Service contract? - Yes Yes No 
Cutting discs (screens/set) C 5250 4000 1813 

 
As mentioned, these input data have been used in equations to calculate cost and revenue 
factors for the NPV models. Equation 5 calculates the energy cost factor by multiplying the 
screen volume with the energy price per ton (2,5) and extracting the cost amount for when 
downtime and onsite service is occurring.  
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The direct labor costs, operator/material feeder (equation 6) and disassembly (equation 7), is 
calculated by multiplying the screen volume with the labor cost and extracting the costs for 
when downtime and onsite service is occurring.  
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When the machine is not functioning properly, the customer loses revenue due to screens not 
being processed. The costs are calculated in equation 8 by multiplying the screen volume with 
the gate fee, material revenue per ton (410) and the time for when downtime and onsite 
service is occurring. 
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The consumables cost is calculated by first calculating the amount of cutting discs (equation 
10) and filters (equation 11) needed and then multiplying them with their price (equation 9). 
Finally, 10% is added to cover costs for other wear and spare parts.   
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One onsite service includes costs for flight, hotel, allowance and transportation to and from 
the customer site. It also includes the cost for the maintenance. The total cost for the customer 
is calculated according to equation 12. 

5CA<?D	AD>m<\D = 1244	79 + 2587                  (12) 

The revenues are calculated according to equation 13 and 14 by multiplying the screen 
volume with the revenue per ton. 
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If the input data for the average case was to be used in the equations together with the 
assumed factors the spreadsheet template would look as in table 6 below and have a final 
cumulative NPV of 484 581 €.  

Table 6. The spreadsheet template for the customer’s NPV for the current business in an average case.  

CURRENCY: € Reference period 
    0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 
Initial Investment   FPP-60  

 
-77500 -77500 -77500 -77500             

  

Installation & education -10000         		           
Machine transportation -4000         		           
  		                     

Operation Energy   -586 -586 -586 -586 -586 -586 -586 -586 -586 -586 

  

Operator/Material feeder   -6875 -6875 -6875 -6875 -6875 -6875 -6875 -6875 -6875 -6875 
Disassembly   -18331 -18331 -18331 -18331 -18331 -18331 -18331 -18331 -18331 -18330 
Overhead cost   -6302 -6302 -6302 -6302 -6302 -6302 -6302 -6302 -6302 -6301 
Material transportation   -500 -500 -500 -500 -500 -500 -500 -500 -500 -500 
Downtime    -8711 -8711 -8711 -8711 -8711 -8711 -8711 -8711 -8711 -8711 
                        

Maintenance Consumables    -6771 -6771 -6771 -6771 -6771 -6771 -6771 -6771 -6771 -6771 

  

Service contract       -4220   -4220 		 -4220 		 -4220   
Onsite service         -5080   -5080 		 -5080 		 -5080 
                      		

Revenue  Gate fee    37500 37500 37500 37500 37500 37500 37500 37500 37500 37500 

  
Material revenue    102500 102500 102500 102500 102500 102500 102500 102500 102500 102500 
                      		

NPV (4%)  -14000 14145 13870 9622 8640 79513 77205 76455 74235 73515 71381 
Cumulative NPV   -14000 145 14014 23636 32276 111790 188994 265450 339685 413200 484581 

 
The final NPV model for the three cases can be seen in figure 12 below. In all the cases the 
curve starts at -14 000 €, a result of the initial machine transportation and installation and 
education cost, and continues from there. Two segments can clearly be distinguished in the 
curves, the first one lasting between year 0 and 2 and the second one between year 2 and 5. 
During the first segment the curve is not as inclined as in the second one. This is due to the 
large machine depreciation cost lasting for the 2 first years. After the depreciation, the curve 
can be seen drastically more inclined. The most profitable case is the best case, reaching a 
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NPV of approximately 1 600 000 €, while the average case gives a final profit of 
approximately 500 000 € despite its barely change during the first 2 years. The worst-case 
curve is always on the negative side, reaching a final NPV of approximately -230 000 €, and 
thus unfortunately never profitable for the customer. To conclude, the current business model 
is only profitable for the customer in the average and best case where the latter one is the most 
profitable.  

 

Figure 12. The customer´s cumulative NPV for the current business model illustrated in three cases. 

4.3.2 Financial aspects for MRT 

The definition of the cost and revenue factors used in the case scenarios and the overall 
business financial analysis can be found in table 7.  

Table 7. The cost and revenue factors for the financial analysis and their definition. 

Cost/Revenue factor Definition 
Marketing & sale  
Agent provision For every machine sold the sales agent receives 10% of the sales 

revenue.  
  
Marketing & sale  Costs related to marketing and selling the FPP machine.  
  
Production cost  
Workshop  The service technicians manage the storage through purchasing 

and handling the goods.   
  
Machine parts transportation The transportation of the machine parts to the machine assembler. 
  
Project management The costs related to a machine project such as labor costs.  
  
Royalty For every machine sold a certain fee is given to the patent owner. 
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Direct material The costs for all the included parts and components in the 
machine.  

  
Manual scripting Every sold machine is provided with an instruction manual. 
  
Construction design The machine construction is designed and provided for the 

manufacturers. 
  
Installation & education Installation of the FPP and education of the operators. 
  
Maintenance  
One year warranty MRT guaranties the machine’s function and stands for all the 

costs during the first year. 
  
Service contract A contract that can be signed by the customer every year which 

includes a two days’ onsite service. 
  
Onsite service   Onsite service offered by MRT’s service technicians when 

needed. 
  
Consumables  Cutting discs, filters and repair parts that need to be replaced 

periodically. 
  
Administration  
Administration & OH  It includes for e.g. managing the invoices and the managers’ 

salary etc. 
  
Revenue  
Sales revenue The revenue earned when selling a FPP machine. 
  
Service contract revenue The revenue earned when signing a service agreement contract. 
  
Onsite service revenue The revenue earned when performing maintenance at the 

customer site. 
  
Consumables revenue The revenue earned when selling consumables. 

 
For MRT’s financial analysis, these assumptions are made: 

• The sales agent gets a provision of 31 000 € for the sold machine. 
• Marketing & sale reaches a cost of 32 344 €. 
• Machine parts transportation cost is 2660 €. 
• The total production cost is 176 643 €. 
• During the year of warranty, it is assumed that a one day’s onsite service is provided, 

costing 3047 €.  
• A service contract is signed and renewed every year after the warranty year. It costs 

MRT 3736 € while it provides them with a revenue of 4240 €. 
• Administration & OH reaches a cost of 28 750 €. 
• The revenue made from selling the machine is 310 000 €. 

 
The other cost and revenue factors are calculated using input data in equations. The input data 
and its acronyms for the best, worst and average case can be found in table 8 below. They are 
the same ones described in the previous section, variating between the same range. A 
difference is that the parameters “gate fee” and “labor cost” is not included in this analysis. 
Another difference is that the best case for the customer sometimes is the worst for MRT. An 
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example is the cutting discs. For the customer, the best case is when they last long while it is 
the worst case for MRT since they earn money when the customer buys wear parts. The same 
thing applies to the parameters “number of service” and “service time”.  

Table 8. The input data for MRT’s NPV for the current business model and their acronyms. 

Input data for MRT’s NPV of the current business model 
Input parameters Acronym Best case Average case Worst case 
Screen volume (ton/year) SV 900 500 200 
Downtime (weeks/year) D 1 2 6 
Number of service (times/year) NS 4 2 1 
Service time (days) ST 3 2 1 
Service agreement? - Yes  Yes  No 
Cutting discs (screens/set) C 1813 4000 5250 

 
These input data have been used in equations to calculate cost and revenue factors for the 
NPV models. The onsite service has two factors. One where the service cost for MRT is 
calculated according to equation 15 and another where the revenue is calculated according to 
the previously presented equation 12.  

5CA<?D	AD>m<\D = 686	79 + 2355                   (15) 

Similarly, the consumables also have two factors. The purchase cost of the consumables for 
MRT is calculated according to equation 16 while the previously presented equation 9 is used 
to calculate the revenue. Both the equations are dependent on the equations 10 and 11.  

-RCA_@QZTDA = 1,1 240	w	-_??<CE	V<A\ + 600	w	l<T?D>                 (16) 

If the input data for the average case was to be used in the equations together with the 
assumed factors the spreadsheet template would look as in table 9 below and have a final 
cumulative NPV of 75 302 €.  
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Table 9. The spreadsheet template for the MRT’s NPV for the current business in an average case. 

CURRENCY: € Reference period 
    0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 
Marketing & Sale Agent provision -31000                     

  
Marketing & sale  -32344           		         
                        

Production cost  Workshop  -6511           		         

  

Machine parts transportation -2660           		         
Project management -4255           		         
Royalty -10604           		         
Direct material -140468           		         
Manual scripting -2043           		         
Construction design -681           		         
Installation & education -9421           		         
                        

Maintenance One year warranty   -3047 		       		         

  

Service contract       -3736   -3736   -3736   -3736   
Onsite service           -3736   -3736 		 -3736   -3736 
Consumables    -3366 -3366 -3366 -3366 -3366 -3366 -3366 -3366 -3366 -3366 
                        

Administration Administration & OH -28750           		         
                          
Revenue Sales revenue 310000           		         

  

Service contract revenue        4220   4220   4220 		 4220 		
Onsite service revenue          5080   5080 		 5080 		 5080 
Consumables revenue    6771 6771 6771 6771 6771 6771 6771 6771 6771 6771 
                        

NPV (4%)  41263 351 3274 3666 4390 3525 4221 3390 4059 3259 3903 
Cumulative NPV  41263 41614 44888 48554 52944 56470 60691 64081 68140 71399 75302 

 
The final NPV model for the three cases can be seen in figure 13 below. In all the cases the 
curve starts at 41 263 €, a result of the initial marketing, sale, administration and production 
cost and sales revenue, and continues gradually from there. Most profitable case is the best 
case, reaching a NPV of approximately 150 000 € and clearly differing from the rest in its 
inclination. The average case gives a final profit of approximately 75 000 € while the worst-
case curve reaches a final NPV of approximately 50 000 €. To conclude, all the three cases 
are more or less profitable for MRT. 

 

Figure 13. MRT´s cumulative NPV for the current business model illustrated in three cases. 
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Another NPV model was made for MRT where the profitability of the overall business was 
explored. In the analysis, it is assumed that MRT receives a new customer every two year 
with different prerequisites seen in the table below.  

Table 10. The input parameters used to calculate the NPV for MRT´s overall business based on if they sell an FPP 
every two years.  

Input data for MRT’s overall business model 

Customer 
Screen volume  

(ton/year) 

Number of 
service 

(times/year) 

Service time 
(days) 

Downtime 
(weeks/year) 

Service 
agreement? 

Contract year 
Cutting discs 
(screens/set) 

1 500 2 2 1 Yes 2 1863 
2 700 4 2 4 No 4 4975 
3 400 3 1 5 Yes 5 2492 
4 200 1 3 3 No 3 3247 
5 600 2 3 2 Yes 2 5120 

 
The input data was used in the equations together with the assumed factors previously 
explained, resulting in a spreadsheet template seen in appendix 2 and a figure seen below 
(figure 14). The stacked columns show the revenue and the costs, both direct and indirect 
cost, over a period of 10 years. Indirect cost referrers to the costs linked to “marketing & sale” 
and “Administration & OH”. A very irregular trend can be seen in the cash flow confirming 
the already known problem of an irregular cash flow in the existing business model. The 
sudden high revenue and cost is linked to the new customer arriving every two year. Further, 
the figure shows big indirect costs every year weighing especially heavily on MRT during the 
time when no new customer is received.  

 

Figure 14. The costs and revenue variation for MRT´s current overall business.  
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4.4 Identified needs for a PSS-based offering in the recycling 

equipment industry 

The identified needs from the interviews are 18 and are illustrated in table 11 below, 
categorized into six life cycle stages. The ranking score was given through the ranking matrix 
found in appendix 3. 

Table 11. The most important needs summarized and categorized into six stages. 

Life cycle stage Needs  

Sales  

The	offering	generates	a	continues	revenue	over	its	lifetime.	
The	customer	is	free	from	maintenance	costs.			
The	customer	is	free	from	initial	investment	costs.	
The	customer	has	defined	costs.		
The	customer	has	an	assured	revenue	from	the	recycled	material.		

Production The	offering	is	adapted	to	the	customer's	usage	level.		

Installation & 
education 

The	customer	knows	how	to	change	wear	parts.					
The	customer	understands	machine	errors.			
The	customer	knows	how	to	operate	the	machine.		

Operation The	FPP	is	functioning	98%	of	the	time.		

Maintenance  

The	cutting	discs	lasts	at	least	5000	screens.		
The	customer	cleans	the	FPP	once	a	day.	
Machine	failure	is	solved	within	3	days.			
The	machine	status	is	accessible	for	the	technical	operator.	
The	customer	and	the	technical	operator	communicate	in	the	same	
language.			
Onsite	service	is	accessible	in	close	proximity	to	the	customer.				

End of life  MRT	is	responsible	for	the	FPP	at	the	end	of	its	life.					
Customer relation The	customer	is	tied	to	MRT	through	an	offering.			

 
In the sales stage, one of the needs is that the customer has an assured revenue from the 
recycled material and a clear understanding of the costs linked to the FPP. The market and 
sales manager states their importance for the customer to make a profitability assessment. 
Furthermore, it is important for MRT’s sales that the customer is free from any initial 
investment or maintenance costs since that will attract more customers. The same manager 
explains during the workshop that a sales agent has several products in their portfolio and they 
prioritize the ones that generate money in a short period. Therefore, selling a product that 
requires a high investment might be a big sales barrier. Also, it’s mentioned by several of 
MRT’s employees that MRT has problem with a fluctuating revenue and that they would like 
an offering that generates a continuous revenue. Another challenge the market and sales 
manager mentions is the FPP adaptation to the customer’s usage level. Historically, MRT has 
been focusing on developing long-term durable machines, lasting 20 to 30 years, although the 
FPP customers only have a contract time lasting 1 to 5 years. The flat panel market requires 
changes in MRT’s mindset. One thing MRT has noticed among their customers is that they 
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tend to use the machine in an unsustainable manner, operating the machine with full capacity 
until it breaks in order to increase the productivity. Also, they don’t really know how to 
properly maintain the machine. The project manager points out during the workshop that the 
fault isn’t really the customers since “it’s our responsibility to educate the recyclers in how to 
best operate and maintain the FPP”. The customer has expressed the need of reliability of the 
FPP since “downtime costs money”, the manager explains. Today, downtime is a vital issue 
mainly due to lack of education. Another source of cost is the quality variation of the cutting 
discs. They are the most critical and frequently replaced wear parts. The FPP contains other 
wear and spare parts that should be replaced periodically after a certain amount of processed 
flat panels. Information related to maintenance is included in the manual, but it is often lost. 
Also, customers don’t see the purpose of systematic maintenance such as cleaning. The 
customer and after market manager says that “only 20% of our customers conduct preventive 
maintenance systematically. The rest drive the machine at full speed until something breaks.”. 
When the machine fails, MRT often provides the customer with free maintenance. Despite the 
goodwill, the customer perceives a negative experience. MRT sees a link between this 
problem and the poor education provided. According to the service operator, a positive 
maintenance experience can be achieved through effective technical support. Often the 
communication between the customer and the technical operators is problematic. The 
language barrier and the geographical distance makes the maintenance work difficult. To 
overcome this problem, they use picture communication through email. But the best option 
would be if the technical operators always could be aware of FPP’s machine status and the 
service could be performed in close proximity to the customer. When the contract is over the 
customer is often left with a machine just taking place in the fabric until they decide to get rid 
of it, usually by throwing it as landfill. The market and sales manager sees a potential in 
taking care of the FPP after the contract time. This can add to the positive customer 
experience. The manager expresses his wish for the customer to be a part of MRT in the long 
run. To make this possible the customer needs to be tied to MRT through the offering.   

4.5 PSS concept generation and selection 

There are five phases linked to the FPP life cycle, framing the PSS offering, seen in figure 15 
below; Payment, Customer education, Maintenance, Material revenue and End of life. The 
payment phase refers to how MRT will earn its revenue in the PSS offering. Customer 
education refers to how the customers will be educated in FPP’s operation and maintenance 
while maintenance refers to how MRT will provide the customer with maintenance. 
Furthermore, material revenue refers to how the customer will receive help in finding a 
material re-seller. Lastly, end of life refers to how the FPP will be handled after the customer 
is done using it. Different ideas for every phase was generated throughout the idea generation 
sessions and later combined into complete PSS concepts using a morphological box.  
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4.5.1 Generated PSS concepts  

To fulfil the needs previously presented in table 11, 12 different ideas/options were generated 
through various brainstorming methods. Thereafter the ideas were combined into 10 different 
concepts framing the PSS offering using a morphological box. The different concepts and 
their meaning can be seen in table 12 below.  

Table 12. A morphological box containing different phases and options, used to generate PSS concepts. 10 different 
combinations can be seen. 

PHASES	
OPTIONS	

Option	1	 Option	2	 Option	3	

Payment	 Pay	per	screen	 		 		

Customer	
education	

Practical	education	
is	given	on	the	
customer	site	

Education	is	
given	through	
computer	
simulation	

Practical	
education	is	given	
on	a	reference	
machine	

Maintenance	
Local	service	
agents	maintain	
the	FPP	

The	customer	is	
payed	for	self	
service	

MRT's	service	
agents	maintain	
the	FPP	

Material	
revenue	

MRT	is	responsible	
for	finding	an	end	
customer	
(Network)	

MRT	is	the	end	
customer	 		

End	of	Life	

The	FPP	has	a	
lifetime	of	
maximum	5	years	
and	is	recycled	
after	use	

MRT	takes	the	
FPP	back,	
upgrades	and	
sells	it	to	a	new	
customer	

The	FPP	is	sold	on	
the	second-hand	
market	

 
The payment alternative has one option which is Pay per screen, where the customer pays for 
every processed screen as a result of the business model shift to a result oriented PSS. This 
way the customer doesn’t own the machine but only pays for the desired result being a 
processed screen.  

Customer education can be done through either practical education on the customer site and 
machine or on a reference machine located at MRT’s facility. A third alternative could be to 
get educated through a simulation computer program. The simulation includes different 

Concept 2 

Concept 3 
Concept 4 

Concept 5 

Concept 6 

Concept 7 
Concept 8 
Concept 9 

Concept 10 

Concept 1 

Payment

Customer	
education

MaintenanceMaterial	
revenue

End	of	life

 
Figure 15. FPP’s life cycle and its five phases. 
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scenarios that could appear before, during and after usage and the user is put on test on how to 
handle the situations. 

The operation results in recycled material that can be sold to material re-sellers. Today, a 
customer may not have the right contacts and might have a difficulty in finding a material re-
seller. Two options can solve this dilemma, the first one being MRT offering the customer a 
network within the recycling industry. This network can be used to find a material re-seller. 
Another option is MRT being the material re-seller. They could buy the material from the 
customers, collect big volumes, and sell it further for a higher price.  

Maintenance can be performed by either MRT, like it’s done today, local service agents or the 
customer gets paid for self-service. Local service agents refer to technical operators living in 
the same city as the customer while self-service refers to MRT educating the customer for 
themselves to conduct maintenance in exchange for money.  

Since the customer no longer owns the machine and only pays per processed screen MRT is 
responsible for the end life. When the customer is done with the machine MRT could take it 
back, upgrade it and sell it further to a new customer. Another option could be to sell the 
machine on the second-hand market and a third option to redesign the FPP so it only has a 
lifetime of maximum 5 years. In that case, the machine could be recycled after customer 
usage.  

4.5.2 Selected PSS concept 

All 10 concepts were scored according to how well they fulfill the previously identified needs 
in comparison to today’s business model. Concept 1 got the highest rank with a score of 247 
points, followed by concept 3 with a score of 218 points. In concept 1 the customer pays per 
processed screen and receives education on their site. If maintenance is needed local service 
agents conduct it. The recycled material is later sold to MRT who handles it and sells it 
further to material re-sellers. When the customer is done using the FPP, MRT takes it back, 
upgrades it and sells it to a new customer. Concept 3 is similar. The only difference is that 
MRT’s technical operators stand for the maintenance. 

Both the concepts fulfill most of the needs in a much better way than the current business 
model. The Pay per screen concept reliefs the customers from an initial investment and MRT 
being the owner of the FPP eliminates the customer’s machine responsibility. At the same 
time, the concepts assure the customer a revenue due to MRT buying the recycled material. 
Concept 1 gives a much higher machine reliability while in concept 3 it is slightly improved. 
This is due to the local service agents being able to provide fast service when needed despite 
them having a lack of knowledge compared to MRT’s service agents. For the same reason the 
needs “Machine failure is solved within 3 days” and “Onsite services is accessible in close 
proximity to the customer” is better fulfilled with concept 1 than concept 3. The whole 
concept scoring can be found in appendix 4. 

Despite the greater benefits of local service agents in concept 1, concept 3 was selected as the 
final PSS solution. This due to MRT considering local service agents not relevant in the 
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nearest future because it seems for the company manage local service agent different 
countries in different parts of the world.   

4.6 Pay per screen: the new business model 

The “Pay per screen” business model consists of a collaboration between different 
stakeholders seen in figure 16. Similar to the current business model, the process includes five 
main sub processes; quotation, project, production, installation & education, operation and 
lastly maintenance.  

 

Figure 16. An overview of the Pay per screen business process. 

The quotation process is the same as the one in the current process model, starting with a 
customer having the need to process screens effectively. Followed by signing a contract with 
the collecting agencies and lastly accepting MRT’s quotation.  

Once the customer has signed the quotation, a project is initiated. The project process mainly 
follows the one in the current process model, starting with doing a preliminary study followed 
by ordering modules and components etc. Unlike the current business model, the PSS model 
has two types of projects and one of them is to be chosen. If there is any available machine, 
taken back from previous customers, it is upgraded. If there is not, a new machine must be 
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manufactured. The manufacturing project is similar to the one in the current business model 
while the upgrade project is slightly different. For example, there is no invoices to be sent to 
the customer and there is no take-over contract to be signed.  

Receiving the component or module order initiates the manufacturing process. If it is a 
manufacturing project, the FPP is built from scratch. If it is an upgrade project, some parts of 
the FPP is changed and it’s restored to refurbished condition. When the test protocol and the 
FAT tests are done, it is shipped to the customer.  

After preparing for the installation and education, MRT’s service technicians travel to the 
customer and install the machine. The installation is done during 10 working days followed 
by 5 days of education unlike the current business model where both the installation and 
education takes only 10 working days. The extended period is so that the operators can get a 
more thorough education. During the education, the machine operators are educated in how to 
operate the FPP, how to conduct proper cleaning of the machine, how to change wear parts 
etc. The education includes both theoretical and practical practices and the service technicians 
are supervising the operation during these days. Before heading home, the service technicians 
write an education certificate for the machine operators and the FPP operation can start. 

The customer receives flat panels from the collecting point and processes them. The price is 3 
€ per processed screen and is paid every month to MRT. 3 € per processed screen was chosen 
after experimenting with different prices. This price was best optimized for both the customer 
and MRT. More details about how the pricing was done can be found in the next section, 
4.6.1. Recycled material is later sold to MRT who collects it and sells it further to material re-
sellers for a higher price unlike the current business model where the recycled material is sold 
directly to the material re-sellers.  

MRT can connect to the FPP online and see how many screens it has processed and its failure 
reports. According to that, MRT sends cutting discs, filters and other wear and spare parts to 
the customer betimes. Also, preventive maintenance is carried out once per year by MRT but 
if the machine were to fail MRT stands for the maintenance costs. Usually the machine is 
repairable but if it isn’t, it is recycled and replaced by a new one.  

When the customer contract is over, MRT takes the machine back. It is later upgraded and 
sent to a new customer.  

4.6.1 Choosing of 3 € per processed screen 

As mentioned, the price 3 € per processed screen was chosen for the Pay per screen business 
model. It was chosen after experimenting with different prices and analyzing how the NPV 
changed for the customer and MRT. It seemed that 3 € was most profitable for both the 
customer and MRT. For the analysis, the average case for MRT and the customer was used 
since this is the most common and probable scenario. The spreadsheet of the average case for 
MRT can be found in table 9 and the one for the customer in table 6. All the parameters were 
fixed during the analysis but the “Price”, which was changed. Firstly, the price was set to 1 € 
per screen and the NPV curves was analyzed. As the NPV curves show in figure 17 below, 
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the price results in a negative cash flow until almost year 5 for MRT and thus is not optimal 
for MRT.  

 

Figure 17. The Net Present Value for MRT and the customer when the price per screen is 1 €. 

Then, the price was increased to 2 € per screen and the NPV curves seen in figure 18 below 
was analyzed. Now the NPV shows profitability for both but as can be seen MRT doesn’t 
reach the breakeven point until approximately 1,5 years. Since the contract can vary between 
1 to 5 years, MRT needs to reach profit before the 1 year. Therefore, 2 € was still not optimal.  

 

Figure 18. The Net Present Value for MRT and the customer when the price per screen is 2 €. 

Lastly, the price was increased to 3 € and in the NPV curves seen in figure 19 below it could 
be seen that the price is profitable for the customer and that MRT reaches profitability before 
year 1. Therefore, 3 € per screen was chosen as standard for the Pay per screen business 
model. 
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Figure 19. The Net Present Value for MRT and the customer when the price per screen is 3 €. 

4.7 Financial aspects of the Pay per screen business model 
The financial aspects for the new concept, Pay per screen business model are analyzed for 
both MRT and the customer in two separate NPV models including three different cases; best, 
worst and average. The best case demonstrates the most beneficial scenario for the part taken 
into count while the worst scenario demonstrates the opposite. An average case demonstrates 
the most probable scenario for the countable part. The analysis is made to illustrate under 
which conditions Pay per screen is profitable. Another NPV model is made for MRT where 
the profitability of the overall business is explored and the overall cash flow variation is 
clarified.  

Each NPV model is based on a spreadsheet template including different cost and revenue 
factors. The templates are based on assumptions and input data provided by MRT. The input 
data is used in equations to calculate the costs and revenues for some factors. A template for 
an average case is provided for each NPV model together with a table of the factors and their 
definition. 

In all the NPV models a 4% discount rate recommended by the company is used. Also, as 
mentioned earlier the price per processed screen is 3 €. 

4.7.1 Financial aspects for a customer 

In Pay per screen the customer no longer has any initial cost such as installation and 
education, machine transportation and machine cost. Nor is the customer any longer 
responsible for   maintenance and consumables cost. Instead the customer only pays per 
processed screens. The definition of the cost and revenue factors used in this financial 
analysis can be found in table 13 below.  
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Table 13. The costs and revenue factors and their definition for customer in the Pay per screen model.  

Cost/Revenue factor Definition 
Pay per screen  
Processed screens cost  The total price payed for all the processed screens. 
  
Operation  
Energy Energy cost of the FPP during operation. 
  
Operator/Material feeder The labor cost related to one machine operator/material feeder. 
  
Disassembly The labor cost related to two workers disassembling the 

processed screens. 
  
Overhead cost Indirect costs such as management, facility costs etc.  
  
Material transportation Transportation cost of screens from collecting points and 

transportation cost of recycled material to material resellers. 
  
Downtime cost Revenue loss when the machine is not functioning.   
  
Revenue  
Gate fee The fee payed by the collecting agency in return for recycling of 

screens. 
  
Material revenue The revenue gained when the recycled material from the screens 

are sold to material re-sellers. 
 
For the financial analysis, these assumptions are made: 

• Overhead cost is 25% of the direct labor cost (Operator/Material feeder + 
Disassembly). 

• Material transportation is 1000 €/year.  
• The cutting discs can process 5000 screens. 

The other cost and revenue factors are calculated using input data in equations. The input data 
and its acronyms for the best, worst and average case can be found in table 14 below. All the 
input data is the same as for the current business model except the “Downtime”. The 
downtime has been decreased to 1 to 2 weeks instead of the previous 1 to 6 weeks. This is due 
to the extended education given to the customer which results in proper maintenance and thus 
less downtime.  

Table 14. The input data for the customer´s NPV for the Pay per screen business model and their acronyms. 

Input data for the customer’s NPV of the Pay per screen business model 
Input parameters Acronym Best case Average case Worst case 
Screen volume (ton/year) SV 900 500 200 
Downtime (weeks/year) D 1 1 2 
Number of service (times/year) NS 1 2 4 
Service time (days) ST 1 2 3 
Labour cost (€/hour) L 18 19 20 
Gate fee (€/ton) G 245 150 25 
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As mentioned, these input data have been used in equations to calculate cost and revenue 
factors for the NPV models. Equation 17 calculates the processed screen cost factor by 
multiplying the screen volume with the processing price per ton of screens (333) and 
extracting the costs for when downtime and onsite service is occurring.  
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The other costs and revenue factors are calculated according to the equations previously 
presented; Energy cost (equation 5), Operator/material feeder (equation 6), Disassembly 
(equation 7), Downtime (equation 8), Gate fee (equation 13) and Material revenue (equation 
14).  

If the input data for the average case was to be used in the equations together with the 
assumed factors the spreadsheet template would look as in table 15 below and have a final 
cumulative NPV of 189 243 €.  

Table 15. The spreadsheet template for the customer’s NPV in the average case of the Pay per screen model.  

CURRENCY: € Reference period 
    0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 
Pay per screen Processed screens cost   -80000 -80000 -80000 -80000 -80000 -80000 -80000 -80000 -80000 -80000 

                          
Operation Energy 22kW   -600 -600 -600 -600 -600 -600 -600 -600 -600 -600 
  Operator/Material feeder   -7038 -7038 -7038 -7038 -7038 -7038 -7038 -7038 -7038 -7038 
  Disassembly   -18765 -18765 -18765 -18765 -18765 -18765 -18765 -18765 -18765 -18765 
  Overhead cost   -6451 -6451 -6451 -6451 -6451 -6451 -6451 -6451 -6451 -6451 
  Material transportation   -500 -500 -500 -500 -500 -500 -500 -500 -500 -500 
  Downtime cost   -5600 -5600 -5600 -5600 -5600 -5600 -5600 -5600 -5600 -5600 
                          
Revenue  Gate fee    37500 37500 37500 37500 37500 37500 37500 37500 37500 37500 

  
Material revenue    102500 102500 102500 102500 102500 102500 102500 102500 102500 102500 
                        

NPV (4%)  0 20637 20237 19844 19458 19081 18710 18347 17990 17641 17298 
Cumulative NPV   0 20637 40874 60718 80176 99257 117967 136313 154304 171945 189243 

 
The final NPV model for the three cases can be seen in figure 20 below. In all the cases the 
curve starts at 0 €, a result of no initial investment cost or revenues, and continues from there. 
The three curves are linear due to regular costs and revenues occurring every period. The 
most profitable case is the best case, reaching a NPV of approximately 750 000 €, while the 
average case gives a final profit of approximately 190 000 €. The worst-case curve remains on 
the negative side, reaching a final NPV of approximately -40 000 €, and is thus unfortunately 
never profitable for the customer. To conclude, the Pay per screen business model is only 
profitable for the customer in the average and best case where the latter one is the most 
profitable.  
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Figure 20. The customer´s cumulative NPV for the Pay per screen model illustrated in three cases. 

4.7.2 Financial aspects for MRT 

In Pay per screen MRT has an increased responsibility. This is illustrated in the increased 
costs MRT has in the new business model. MRT stands for the production cost and owns the 
FPP machine which is assumed to have an economic lifetime of 10 years. The machine value 
is depreciated over this period. Every month, MRT receives an income from the customer for 
the processed screens. During the usage, MRT stands for all the costs related to consumables, 
installation and education, machine transportation and maintenance. Since MRT stands for the 
maintenance no warranty or service agreement is available or needed. In the new business 
model, MRT is the end customer buying the recycled material from their customer. The 
material management entails new costs for transporting and handling the material before 
selling it further to material re-sellers. After the usage, the machine is taken back from the 
customer. If the machine is taken back before the end of the economic lifetime a residual 
value is remaining. The machine can then be upgraded and given to a new customer instead of 
building a new machine from scratch. The definition of the cost and revenue factors used in 
the in the different case scenarios and the overall business scenario financial analysis can be 
found in table 16.  
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Table 16. The cost and revenue factors and their definition in the Pay per screen for MRT. 

Cost/Revenue factor Definition 
Marketing & sale  
Agent provision For every machine sold the sales agent receives 10% of the sales 

revenue.  
  
Marketing & sale  Costs related to marketing and selling the FPP machine.  
  
Administration  
Administration & OH  It includes for e.g. managing the invoices and the managers’ 

salary. 
  
Production cost  
Production cost Costs related to the machine production such as royalty, direct 

material, manual scripting etc. 
  
Upgrading of machine The cost for upgrading an already produced and used FPP 

machine. 
  
Installation & education Installation of the FPP and education of the operators. 
  
Machine transport Transportation cost of the FPP to the customer site. 
  
Maintenance  
Service   Onsite service offered by MRT’s service technicians when 

needed. 
  
Consumables  Cutting discs, filters and repair parts that need to be replaced 

periodically. 
  
Material management  
Material transport & management Costs related to handling of the recycled material bought from the 

customer and resold to material re-sellers. 
  
Material cost Cost for buying the recycled material from the customer. 
  
Revenue  
Monthly income It includes for e.g. managing the invoices and the managers’ 

salary. 
  
Residual value The residual economic value of the FPP machine. 
  
Material revenue The revenue earned when selling the recycled material to material 

re-sellers. 
  
Disposal  
Transport Transportation cost of the FPP to the recycling station. 
  
Dismantling Cost for dismantling of the FPP before recycling it. 
  
Material value Revenue for the recycled material from the FPP. 
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For MRT’s financial analysis, these assumptions are made: 

• The sales agent gets a provision of 31 000 € for the sold machine. 
• Marketing & sale reaches a cost of 32 344 €. 
• Administration & OH reaches a cost of 28 750 €. 
• The total production cost is 167 220 €. 
• Upgrading of the FPP costs 30 000 €.  
• Installation and education takes 2 weeks and reaches a cost of 13 379 €. 
• The machine transportation cost for one way is 4000 €. 
• Material revenue is 105 % of the material cost.  
• Material transport & management cost equals the profit made in the material revenue 

(5 % of the material cost).  
• Once the machine is not functioning any longer the dismantling of the machine costs 

8511 €, transporting it to the recycling station costs 532 € and the revenue made from 
the recycled material is 730 €. 

 
The other cost and revenue factors are calculated using input data in equations. The input data 
and its acronyms for the best, worst and average case can be found in table 17 below. They 
are the same ones described in the previous section, variating between the same range. A 
difference is that the parameters “gate fee” and “labor cost” is not included in this analysis 
since they are applicable only for the customer.  

Table 17. Input parameters for MRT´s NPV of the Pay per screen business model. 

Input data for MRT’s NPV of the Pay per screen business model 
Input parameters Acronym Best case Average case Worst case 
Screen volume (ton/year) SV 900 500 200 
Downtime (weeks/year) D 1 1 2 
Number of service (times/year) NS 1 2 4 
Service time (days) ST 1 2 3 

 
These input data have been used in equations to calculate cost and revenue factors for the 
NPV models. The residual value is the remaining machine value after a certain amount of 
usage. Equation 18 calculates the residual value by multiplying the number of years in use 
with the depreciated machine value per year (16 722 €) and extracting it from the initial 
machine value (167 220 €). 

3DA<V_QT	mQT_D = 167	220 − (16	722	w	FDQ>A)                   (18) 
 
The other costs and revenue factors are calculated according to the equations previously 
presented; Service (equation 15), Consumables (equation 10, 11 and 16), Material cost 
(equation 14) and Monthly income (equation 17).  

If the input data for the average case was to be used in the equations together with the 
assumed factors the spreadsheet template would look as in table 18 below and have a final 
cumulative NPV of 538 639 €.  
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Table 18. The spreadsheet template for an average case of MRT´s Pay per screen business model. 

CURRENCY: € Reference period 
    0 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 
Marketing & Sale Agent provision -31000           		         

  
Marketing & sale  -32344           		         
              		         

Administration Administration & OH -28750           		         
                          

Production cost  Production cost   -8361 -8361 -8361 -8361 -8361 -8361 -8361 -8361 -8361 -8361 

  

Installation & education -13379           		         
Machine transport -4000           		       -4000 
                        

Maintenance Service   -3736 -3736 -3736 -3736 -3736 -3736 -3736 -3736 -3736 -3736 

  
Consumables    -3102 -3102 -3102 -3102 -3102 -3102 -3102 -3102 -3102 -3102 
                        

Material management Material transport & management   -4920 -4920 -4920 -4920 -4920 -4920 -4920 -4920 -4920 -4920 

  
Material cost   -98400 -98400 -98400 -98400 -98400 -98400 -98400 -98400 -98400 -98400 
                        

Revenue Monthly income   80000 80000 80000 80000 80000 80000 80000 80000 80000 80000 

  

Residual value                     83610 
Material revenue   103320 103320 103320 103320 103320 103320 103320 103320 103320 103320 
                        
NPV (4%)  -109473 63542 62309 61099 59912 58749 57608 56489 55392 54316 118695 

Cumulative NPV  -109473 -45930 16378 77477 137389 196138 253746 310235 365627 419944 538639 

 
The final NPV model for the three cases can be seen in figure 21 below. In all the cases the 
curve starts at -109 473 €, a result of the initial agent provision, marketing and sale, 
administration, machine transport and installation and education cost, and continues gradually 
from there. In all three cases a more inclined segment can be seen in the end of the curves. 
This is due to the residual value of the machine. Most profitable case is the best case, reaching 
a NPV of approximately 1 100 000 €. The average case gives a final profit of approximately 
530 000 € while the worst-case curve, mostly being on a negative NPV, reaches a final NPV 
of approximately 60 000 €. To conclude, both the best and average case is profitable for MRT 
where the first one is the most profitable. The worst case is not profitable even if it ends on a 
positive NPV after 4,5 years. 

 

Figure 21. MRT’s cumulative NPV for the Pay per screen model illustrated in three cases. 
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Another NPV model was made for MRT where the profitability of the overall business was 
explored. In the analysis, it is assumed that MRT receives a new customer every two year 
with different prerequisites seen in the table below.  

Table 19. The parameters vary if MRT sells every two years 

Input data for MRT’s overall business model in the Pay per screen model 

Customer Screen volume  
(ton/year) 

Number of service 
(times/year) 

Service time 
(days) 

Downtime 
(weeks/year) 

Contract 
year 

1 500 2 2 1 2 

2 700 4 2 2 4 

3 400 3 1 2 5 

4 200 1 3 1 3 

5 600 2 3 1 2 
 
The input data was used in the equations together with the assumed factors previously 
explained, resulting in a spreadsheet template seen in appendix 5 and a figure seen below 
(figure 22). The stacked columns show the revenue and the costs, both direct and indirect 
cost, over a period of 10 years. Indirect costs referrers to the costs linked to “marketing & 
sale” and “Administration & OH”. There is no revenue during the first half year, only costs 
linked to the manufacturing of the first FPP. The rest of the years show a quite regular trend in 
the cash flow. Some years have higher revenue and direct costs than others and this is due to 
the different prerequisites of the customers.   

 

Figure 22. The costs and revenue variation in the overall business for the Pay per screen model. 
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4.8 A financial comparison between the current and Pay per screen 

business model 

The financial aspects for the current business model is compared with the financial aspects for 
the new Pay per screen business model. This is done by comparing the three cases, best worst 
and average in order to illustrate which business model is most profitable for the customer and 
MRT. Also, the overall business analysis for MRT are compared to see which one that has the 
best cash flow variation in terms of regularity and amount.  

4.8.1 Comparison of financial aspects for the customer 

Figure 23 shows the best, average and worst case for the Pay per screen and current business 
model concerning a customer involved in the recycling equipment business. It illustrates the 
NPV for the PSS concept as dotted lines while the filled lines represent the current NPV. The 
figure concludes that the current business model is more profitable for the customer compared 
to the Pay per screen model when it comes to the best and average case. This is due to the less 
costs over time in the current business model. When the customer buys a machine, it is 
depreciated over 2 years and after those 2 years the customer doesn’t have any mayor costs, 
resulting in a great profit. In the PSS model, the customer has constant higher costs related to 
the processed screens which is why this business model isn’t equally profitable as the current 
model. Even though the PSS model isn’t equally profitable, the value the PSS model gives in 
terms of a reduced machine responsibility and economic flexibility might outweigh the less 
profit. Economic flexibility aims to the fact that the customer doesn’t have any capital bound 
to the FPP. Finally, for both the worst scenarios, the figure shows that the recycling business 
is not profitable. This is due to the low screen volumes providing greater costs than revenues.  

 

Figure 23. Worst, average and best cases for the current business model and Pay per screen for the customer. 
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4.8.2 Comparison of financial aspects for MRT 

Figure 24 below shows the best, average and worst case for the Pay per screen and current 
business model concerning MRT. It illustrates the NPV for the PSS concept as dotted lines 
while the filled lines represent the current NPV. The concludes that the Pay per screen model 
is much more profitable in the best and average case compared to the best and average case 
for the current business model. This is due to the constant revenues gained related from the 
processed screens. In the current business model, MRT gains a certain amount of revenue 
related to the machine sales which doesn’t change with the amount of screen volume the 
customer has. On the other hand, the PSS model provides MRT with a revenue per processed 
screen which means that the revenue differs with the customer’s screen volume. Finally, the 
worst case of the PSS model doesn’t provide any profit until after 4,5 years compared to the 
current model which gives a profit right from the start.  

 

Figure 24. Worst, average and best cases for the current business model and Pay per screen for MRT. 
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Figure 25. A comparison of MRT’s cumulative NPV for the overall business. 
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Table 20. The table shows changes in different variables and their corresponding changes in the NPV for customer 
NPV values. 

Sensitivity analysis for customer's NVP  

Variables  
Base Change  

(%) 
NPV base  

(€) 
Change in 

NPV  
(€) 

Change in 
NPV  
(%) 

Gate fee (€/ton) 150 ± 13 

189243 

± 42082 ± 22,2 

Discount rate (%) 4 ± 25 + 4963 
- 4755 

+ 2,6 
- 2,5 

Price (€/screen) 3 ± 33 ± 239785 ±126,7 
Screen volume (ton/year) 500 ± 20 ± 38744 ± 20,5 
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Essential parameters for MRT’s NPV model are: the discount rate, price per screen and screen 
volume table 21 illustrates. The price per screen and screen volume accounts for highest 
changes in NPV while the discount rate causes small changes in the NPV.  

Table 21. The table shows changes in different variables and their corresponding changes in the NPV for MRT NPV 
values. 

Sensitivity analysis for MRT's NVP  

Variables  
Base Change  

(%) 
NPV base  

(€) 
Change in 

NPV  
(€) 

Change in 
NPV  
(%) 

Discount rate (%) 4 ± 25 
538639 

+ 18518 
- 17698 

+ 3,4 
- 3,3 

Price (€/screen) 3 ± 33 ± 239784 ± 44,5 
Screen volume (ton/year) 500 ± 20 ± 138528 ± 25,7 

 
For the customer and MRT, the NPV is very sensitive to changes in price because price 
affects the largest cost item which is processed screens. The impact of the most influential 
parameters is determined through sensitivity analysis. It shows that the NVP model is 
sensitive to changes in price per screen, screen volume and gate fee. If a 33% change is made 
in the price per screen the NVP changes with 126,7%  for the customer but it is 44,2% for 
MRT. The whole NVP changes which means that changes in the price per-screen makes the 
result uncertain. Because of the screen volume, the price per screen becomes a major cost 
element. Changes in discount rate does not affect the NVP outcome but the other parameter 
make the outcome 20% - 25,5% uncertain. The reason is that the range which these 
parameters vary in best and worst case is large and this affects the preciseness of the result.  
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5 DISCUSSION 

This chapter highlights the analysis of the empirical findings. The previously presented theory 
is linked to the results of this thesis. It makes the consequences of implementing the Pay per 
screen concept for both MRT, customer and the environment explicit. It ends with conclusions 
that answer the stated research questions.   

5.1 Revenue stability for the manufacturer, lower investment costs 

for the customer   

A major deferens between the current business and the Pay per screen is that the customer 
pays one fee based on the number of processed screens instead of paying the initial 
investment costs such as machine costs, installation, education and machine transport. The 
BPMN results of the current business scenario shows that the timespan from receiving a 
quotation from MRT to signing it normally takes one year.  This impacts the sales frequency 
and is  thus the  reason why MRT experiences fluctuating revenue streams. A particular 
advantage of offering a service oriented PSS for MRT is that it offers a long-term stable 
revenue stream [10]. In fact, the what-if scenarios for MRT´s overall business (figure 22) 
based on the assumption that one customer buys a FPP every two year demonstrates this 
benefit clearly. The company has overhead costs such as facility cost, management, marketing 
and administration labor costs that cannot be covered if the sales decreases. On the other 
hand, selling the use of the FPP generates revenue continuously as long as the customer uses 
the machine which results increased and stable profit of the overall business in the long-term.   

From the mapping of the current business process model it emerged that the company 
receives sales revenues at different stages of the production and delivery process. When the 
manufacturing project starts MRT receives 50% of the payment to cover manufacturing costs 
and 40% during delivery of the machine and the remaining 10% is received after the machine 
is installed. These early compensation explain why MRT’s current NPV starts from a positive 
NPV (41 263 €) which is shown in figure 13. On the other hand , the Pay per screen 
demonstrates an initial negative net present value (-109 473 €) for MRT. Hence , the major 
cost implications of the Pay per screen concept is the transfer of the initial costs to MRT. For 
the customer, this transfer of initial costs creates value such as higher profit growth in the 
initial two years and thus economical flexibility is gained  market barrier.  

Moreover, the PSS offering is an attractive solution when payment based on the actual use is 
required and the market demands increased quality, value and flexibility [10]. By retaining the 
ownership with MRT, it creates value for the customer but the risk and uncertainty of the 
initial costs are instead transferred to the service provider. Unfortunately, this will give rise to 
liquidity problems for MRT because it will take time for the company to amortize the 
machine costs. Therefore the company must find a way to finance the production costs. 
Another important question is how it will impact MRT in terms of taxes if the company has 
many machine assets used as service. A possible solution might be achieved through 
corporations and partnership with financiers. 
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5.2 Importance of good hardware design for a successful PSS    

As Sherif and Kolarik [19] pointed out, the initial costs make up for a small part of the total 
life cycle costs. There are recurring costs such as maintenance, repair parts and downtime 
costs which MRT has an impact on. For instance, the downtime depends on how often the 
machine fails and how long the failure maintains. Through the maintenance cost elements, it 
appears that the customer pays non-value creating costs that covers hotel, flight ticket, 
allowance, renting car etc. As previously mentioned, one day performed service at the 
customer´s site by MRT service technician costs MRT 3736 € and it is expensive because of 
the costs that are liked to travel to the customer. Another problem is the varying quality of the 
cutting discs, which could be distributed from 1813 to 5250 screens. According to MRT, if 
the quality of the cutting discs is to be assured, they can continuously endure 5000 screens at 
a minimum. The number of onsite service drives the maintenance costs significantly and thus 
must be limited.  

Furthermore, the extended responsibility regarding maintenance, wear and spare parts can 
drive the costs for MRT through increased need for spare parts and service visits. O. K. Mont 
highlights [39] the importance of quality assurance for manufacturer when they take over 
responsibility for the product throughout the life cycle and the same emphasis is expressed 
from the life cycle costs which illustrate that costs increase if machine failure increases. In the 
literature, it is mention that maintenance costs have a negative relationship which means that 
if maintenance costs are decreased then downtime costs will increase [17]. It is vital for MRT 
to find the optimal balance. For this monitoring technology can be used to determine the 
timing of maintenance and replacement [27].  

Technology has been identified as main drive behand the shift to service for companies such 
as Rolls-Royce [9]. If MRT provides the provision of function then the company must make 
incremental technological improvement to gain greater durability and reliability. It is 
important to reduce the demand for spares and maintenance. MRT has incentive to improve 
the FPP since their profit depend on how durable the machine is and how effective it is 
served. The technical life of the FPP extends from 10 years and how well it is maintained 
which, this it is a sophisticated product that should be owned by the manufacturer.  

5.3 PSS can create win-win-win situations for the customers, the 

manufacturer and the environment     

Currently, MRT benefits only form revenues from sales of the machine but also from the sale 
of more service and spare parts. This means, revenue increases for MRT if demand for 
maintenance and spare parts increases.  Of course, this stands in conflict with what benefits 
the customer. What the Pay per screen does is to align the incentives of the customer and the 
manufacturer. In this case MRT is selling the recycling function of the FPP and the customer 
is buying utilization. The company must provide an efficient recycling process and the 
customer must ensure efficient utilization. Both MRT and the customer get higher revenues 
when quality and the processed screen increases. This mutual dependency creates prolonged 
and closer relationship [8]. Also, it enables MRT to communicate their desire to solve the 
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customer´s problems, engage, educate, create opportunity and add value the customer´s 
business.   

In the current business process model, the installation and training are combined, which has 
led to the fact that customer training is not done properly. In fact, the insight into the main 
reason for downtime, being the customers´ lack of education, was a breakthrough. With this 
insight, the new business process was modeled to separate installation and education but also 
increase the time for customer education. This affects the customer´s positively NPV because 
of less revenue loss.  These processes need to be performed in separate steps since they have 
different purposes. This will allow the service technician to focus on teaching the customer a 
sustainable way to maintain the machine. The focus of the education is to help customers 
create effective routines for systematic cleaning and simple error corrections to avoid 
unnecessary failure. This will at least decrease the downtime range from 1-6 weeks to 1-2 
weeks which is realistic since the current average downtime is 2 weeks. PSS implementation 
requires high level of customer involvement and education to succeed [39].  

Certainly, life cycle thinking is central when developing and improving service offering. The 
Pay per screen extends the life span from five years to at least ten years and include reuse and 
recycling goals. Instead of ending up as a landfill after five years or less, the machine can now 
be refurbished and offered to a new customer. This facilitates to close the product life cycle 
loop for effective and greener utilization and demonstrates the positive environmental impacts 
associated with PSS [10, 2, 6] such as dematerialization and less consumptions that 
contributes to less waste.  

The overall understanding of the financial advantages and disadvantages regarding if MRT 
would shift to Pay per screen solution has resulted mixed answers for customer and MRT. 
Recycling companies that process 200 tons of screens annually which are represented in the 
worst case are not profitable regardless of whether they purchase access or own the machine 
according to the NVP analysis of current business and Pay per screen. Selling access to the 
machine is more profitable for MRT and it is a challenge for future progress to also include 
and make recyclers that process screen volumes such as around 200 ton profitable. From 
customer perspective, owning the machine is more profitable for both average and best case. 
The more screens customer recycles the more they pay which explains why the customer 
makes less profit in the Pay per screen which is demonstrated in the comparison section. But 
further work can be carried out to increase profitability for the customer and offer customized 
price and diversify the offering.  

It is shown that there many factors that vary such as screen volume, gate fee, cutting disc etc. 
This complicates the process of making a precise outcome which can be applied to different 
circumstances.  Therefore, one price 3 € /screen does not fit all cases and must individually be 
considered. In the sensitivity analysis, the parameters with the highest impact on the NPV are 
identified. The price sensitivity in the customer’s and MRT´s model can be mitigated by 
performing an NPV model based on simulation. With simulation, the parameter can be 
combined randomly to assess a wider range of scenarios more accurately. Only three 
scenarios cannot represent all the customers within the ranges of the parameters. Therefore, 
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simulation is necessary to support the model to capture the dynamic complexity caused by the 
wide ranges of all the involved parameters.  

Finally, it is important to be aware of the underlying assumption that the customers are more 
interested in use rather than the ownership of the FPP. Of course, this may not be aligned with 
reality because many factors with regards to ownership can play larger role than, initial 
investment, quality, environmental etc. The customers’ demands and purchasing behavior are 
much more complicated and difficult to speculate.  
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6 CONCLUSION 

The aim of this thesis was to explore the opportunity of implementing result-oriented PSS 
concept for an SME in the recycling industry. According to this intention, the research has 
developed a result-oriented PSS concept: Pay per screen by following a systematic PSS 
design. Furthermore, the research purpose included to understand the financial implication 
and values linked to the implementation of the result-oriented PSS implementation. The main 
problem statement is articulated as follows:  

Problem statement: How can a result-oriented product-service system be implemented in 
small and medium-sized enterprises? 

To answer the main question one needs two more important questions: 

RQ1: What result-oriented PSS solution can be designed for the recycling equipment industry, 
to increase the value for both the manufacturer and the customer?  

All the steps that unfolded throughout the process has led to the development of a concept: 
Pay per screen. It means that customers pay a fixed charge for each screen that is recycled, for 
example 3€/screen. The education is extended to make the customer confident in how to best 
operate and maintain the machine. To create a mutual and strong relationship but also to 
secure a revenue from recycled material for the customer, MRT is the customer’s end 
customer. Costs regarding maintenance, consumable and initial investment are transferred to 
MRT. The machine life is extended from five years to ten years by having MRT take back 
and upgrade it and offer it to a new customer. MRT recycles the machine at the end of life.  

The second research question was formulated as: 

RQ2: What are the financial implications of a result-oriented PSS?  

The main financial implications of implementing a Pay per screen concept is lower initial 
costs for the customer since MRT retains ownership of the FPP and stable revenue for MRT 
since they are compensated continuously as long the machine is processing screens. There are 
some risks associated with the machine ownership for MRT such as increased demand for 
maintenance and repair parts and consumables and liquidity problem as a consequence of the 
extended responsibility of the machine. This highlights the importance of educating the 
customer to achieve the best machine care, producing durable machines and ensuring the 
quality of the discs so that they can cut at least 5000 screens.  

Moreover, this concept creates value such as closer relation between the customer and MRT. 
With closer relationship that is based on mutual dependency enables the parts to work 
together towards creating business opportunities for each other. Service allows MRT to 
extend and diversify offering as well. Also, the Pay per screen implements closed-loop system 
through take back, refurbish, reuse and recycle of the FPP by its primary manufacturer.  
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6.1 Overall research contribution and future work 

The available PSS literature [9,6,7] mainly focuses on large companies although the general 
perception among SMEs that PSS can bring advantages to their firms [3]. Very few successful 
PSS are developed by small companies due to the marginalized design practice in SMEs and 
the limited understanding of the possible contribution of PSS to sustainable development [3]. 

This thesis contributes to the PSS knowledge stream how to efficiently integrate existing 
products with new service concepts for SMEs to improve sustainability and create new market 
opportunities. It sheds light on the fact that SME manufacturers can improve profitability and 
stability of revenue through PSS. On the other hand, they face risks if they cannot 
incrementally improve the technology to decrease demand for maintenance and repair parts. 
Another important insight from this thesis is that PSS allows the use of more expensive 
products that are not otherwise affordable.   

The NPV method has served as an evaluation tool for the cost and revenue implications of the 
developed concept. It has offered the benefit of taking the time value of money into 
consideration. Although the method could model the financial situation of the current and the 
Pay per screen, it cannot capture the dynamical complexity. Therefore, to imitate complex 
real-world systems and obtain better result it must be combined with simulation to overcome 
the disadvantage of the method [29].  
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7 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The BPMN only represents the Pay per screen concept in a static state, it doesn’t take into 
consideration the dynamics of the complex system with its queues, inconsistency or resource 
constraints. Therefore, the authors recommend using simulation to study its dynamic behavior 
through various “what if” scenarios [31]. It gives a more accurate view of the concept. 
Simulation is also recommended to use for calculating a more accurate NPV [29]. Using 
spreadsheet analysis, with average, worst and best input, doesn’t take into consideration the 
dynamics of the in and out flows.  

Since MRT is responsible for the maintenance costs it’s very important to keep them on a 
minimum level. Conducting maintenance when not needed is unnecessary and therefore 
experience or trend based maintenance is not enough. The authors recommend using a 
condition monitoring system to only conduct maintenance when needed [27]. For a more 
accurate maintenance prediction the condition monitoring system can be coupled to an online 
simulation [25]. The costs of implementing such monitoring system also needs to be 
considered.  

The Pay per screen concept is only framing the main parts and detailed design is left to be 
done due to time constraints. The authors recommend considering parts such as how the 
education can be held for effective learning, how the machine can be optimized to decrease or 
in best case eliminate maintenance costs, how the quality of the cutting discs can be increased 
and assured without compromising on a low price and how MRT is to reach potential 
customers. It also necessary to investigate into details the actual costs and revenues that can 
be extracted from the process of buying recycled material fragment from customers since the 
assumption in the thesis is that MRT will not gain or make loss.   

Lastly, the authors recommend conducting a liquidity analysis before implementing the Pay 
per screen concept. As mentioned in the discussion, MRT is likely to have problems with 
liquidity, since the ownership of the machines is retained by them and they must stand for all 
the costs related to the machine.  
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Appendix 1: MRT’s current BPMN 

Figure 26. MRT’s current business process in detail. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 27. The expanded sub-process “Mediate information between customer and MRT”. 

  



 

 

Appendix 2: Spreadsheet template for MRT’s current overall business 
CURRENCY: € Reference period 
    0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 10 10,5 
Marketing & Sale Agent provision -31000       -31000       -31000     		 -31000       -31000         

  
Marketing & sale  -32344   -32344   -32344   -32344   -32344   -32344   -32344   -32344   -32344   -32344   -32344 
                        		                   

Production cost  Workshop  -6511       -6511       -6511     		 -6511       -6511         

  

Transport  -2660       -2660       -2660     		 -2660       -2660         
Project management -4255       -4255       -4255     		 -4255       -4255         
Royalty -10604       -10604       -10604     		 -10604       -10604         
Direct material -140468       -140468       -140468     		 -140468       -140468         
Manual scripting -2043       -2043       -2043     		 -2043       -2043         
Construction design -681       -681       -681     		 -681       -681         
Installation & education -9421       -9421       -9421     		 -9421       -9421         
    		       		       		       		       		       

Maintenance One year warranty   -3047       -3047       -3047   		   -3047       -3047       

  

Service agreement        -3736               -3736   -3736   -3736   -3736   -3736   
Emergency service           -3736     -7472 -7472 -7472 -7472 -10519 -10519 -3047 -3047 -7473 -3047 -7473 -3047   -4426 
Consumables    -5478 -5478 -5478 -5478 -3828 -3828 -3828 -3828 -10692 -10692 -10692 -10692 -9768 -9768 -9768 -9768 -16896 -16896 -7128 -7128 
                                            

Administration Administration OH -28750   -28750   -28750   -28750   -28750   -28750   -28750   -28750   -28750   -28750   -28750 
                          		                   
Revenue Sales revenue 310000       310000       310000     		 310000       310000         

  

Service revenue        4220               4220   4220   4220   4220   4220   
Emergency revenue          5080     10160 10160 10160 10160 13994 13994 3834 3834 10159 3834 10159 3834   6325 
Consumable revenue    11083 11083 11083 11083 7694 7694 7694 7694 21545 21545 21545 21545 19699 19699 19699 19699 34008 34008 14309 14309 
                                            

NPV (4%)  41263 2508 -53355 5741 44575 742 -50875 5713 40874 8796 -39085 11938 43934 6320 -38282 9762 37982 12349 -30348 5281 -35139 
Cumulative NPV  41263 43771 -9584 -3843 40732 41474 -9402 -3688 37186 45982 6897 18835 62769 69089 30808 40570 78552 90901 60553 65833 30694 

  



 

 

Appendix 3: Need ranking 

 

  



 

 

Appendix 4: Concept scoring 

 



 

 

Appendix 5: Spreadsheet template for MRT’s overall business for Pay per screen 
CURRENCY: € Reference period 
    0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 10 10,5 
Marketing & Sale Agent provision -31000       -31000       -31000     		 -31000 		   		 -31000 		   		   

  
Marketing & sale  -32344   -32344   -32344   -32344   -32344   -32344 		 -32344 		 -32344 		 -32344 		 -32344 		 -32344 
                        		                   

Administration Administration & OH -28750   -28750   -28750   -28750   -28750   -28750 		 -28750 		 -28750 		 -28750 		 -28750 		 -28750 
                                              

Production cost  Production cost   -8361 -8361 -8361 -8361 -16722 -16722 -16722 -16722 -16722 -16722 -16722 -16722 -25083 -25083 -25083 -25083 -25083 -25083 -25083 -25083 

  

Installation & education -13379       -13379       -13379     		 -13379 		   		 -13379 		   		   
Machine transport -4000       -8000       -4000     		 -8000 		   		 -4000   -8000   -4000 
Upgrading of machine                 -30000               -30000         
                                            

Maintenance Service   -3736 -3736 -3736 -3736 -7472 -7472 -7472 -7472 -13566 -10519 -13566 -10519 -10520 -3047 -10520 -3047 -14946 -7473 -4426 -4426 

  
Consumables    -3102 -3102 -3102 -3102 -4158 -4158 -4158 -4158 -6534 -6534 -6534 -6534 -3564 -3564 -3564 -3564 -7260 -7260 -3696 -3696 
                                            

Material management Material transport & management   -4920 -4920 -4920 -4920 -6601 -6601 -6601 -6601 -10464 -10464 -10464 -10464 -5840 -5840 -5840 -5840 -11689 -11689 -5849 -5849 

  
Material cost   -98400 -98400 -98400 -98400 -132020 -132020 -132020 -132020 -209282 -209282 -209282 -209282 -116804 -116804 -116804 -116804 -233791 -233791 -116987 -116987 
                                            

Revenue Monthly income   80000 80000 80000 80000 107333 107333 107333 107333 170148 170148 170148 170148 94963 94963 94963 94963 190074 190074 95111 95111 

  

Residual value                                         133774 
Material revenue   103320 103320 103320 103320 138621 138621 138621 138621 219746 219746 219746 219746 122644 122644 122644 122644 245480 245480 122836 122836 
                                            

Disposal Transport                                         -532 

  

Dismantling                                         -8511 
Material value                                         730 
                                            

NPV (4%)  -109473 63543 3564 61099 -45000 71604 15901 68850 -51709 111754 61874 107456 18098 43240 1653 41577 -55681 102305 57025 42650 82603 
Cumulative NPV  -109473 -45930 -42366 18733 -26267 45337 61239 130089 78380 190135 252008 359464 377563 420803 422455 464032 408351 510656 567681 610331 692934 
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